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Abstract

In this thesis, the mechanism of NO2 formation in dual-fuel (DF) engines
with lean premixed methane-air charge, ignited with small amounts of
diesel, is studied numerically. The conditions under which NO2 forma-
tion is augmented are discussed in detail by using the homogeneous re-
actor model. In the present work, a computationally efficient approach
based on a priori constructed look-up tables is proposed for predicting
the in-cylinder NO2 formation in 3D computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
calculations. This approach is also applied for predicting unburned CH4
post-oxidation and the consequently CO formation and conversion.
A reliable prediction of the in-cylinder pollutant formation and conver-
sion requires correct modeling of combustion. The so-called 3-Zones Ex-
tended Coherent Flame model (ECFM3Z) was used for modeling DF
combustion in the CFD software AVL-Fire. Auto-ignition was predicted
by using an a priori look up table that considered n-heptane (as diesel
surrogate)-methane mixture ratios among other things. In addition, the
effect of fuel mixture ratios on the laminar flame speed was taken into
account in CFD calculations by the linear interpolation of the tabulated
flame speeds of both species. The results of the combustion simulations
were compared with the experimental results for two operation points.
In-cylinder pollutant formation and conversion were evaluated directly
at the engine exit in CFD. The closest measuring point in the exhaust duct
was placed further downstream of the engine exit, so that the species evo-
lutions in the exhaust duct were calculated by using homogeneous reac-
tors and compared with the experiments. Another measuring point even
further downstream allowed studying the effect of much higher residence
times on NO2 formation for a few other operation points. For predicting
NO2 formation three different kinetic mechanisms were employed in this
thesis and compared with each other.
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Kurzfassung

Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde die NO2 Bildung in Dual-Fuel (DF) Mo-
toren mit magerem Methan-Luft Gemisch, gezündet mithilfe von Diesel
Pilotstrahlen, numerisch untersucht. Die Bedingungen, unter denen eine
hohe NO2 Bildung auftritt, wurden mithilfe von Reaktor Berechnungen
ermittelt. Ein effizientes, auf tabellierten Bildungsraten basiertes Model
zur Vorhersage innermotorischer NO2 Bildung in 3D CFD Rechnun-
gen wurde vorgeschlagen. Dieses Konzept wurde zusätzlich zur Mod-
ellierung der Nachoxidation von unverbranntem Methan und CO Bil-
dung in CFD Rechnungen angewandt. Eine zuverlässige Vorhersage
von innermotorischen Schadstofferzeugung setzt eine akkurate Verbren-
nungsmodellierung voraus. Das sogenannte ECFM3Z Modell wurde zur
Modellierung von DF Verbrennung in CFD Software AVL-Fire verwen-
det. Selbstzündung wurde anhand einer Lookup-Tabelle vorhergesagt,
die unter anderem die Mischungsverhältnisse von n-Heptan (als Surrogat
für Diesel)-Methan Gemisch, mitberücksichtigt. Außerdem, wurde der
Einfluss des n-Heptan/Methan Mischungsverhältnisses auf die laminare
Flammengeschwindigkeit durch lineare Interpolation von den jeweilig
tabellierten Flammengeschwindigkeiten mitberücksichtigt. Die Resultate
der Verbrennungssimulationen wurden mit den Experimenten für zwei
Betriebspunkte verglichen. Die innermotorische Schadstofferzeugung für
2 Betriebspunkte wurde direkt am Motoraustritt mittels CFD evaluiert.
Die erste Messstelle war weiter stromab im Abgaskanal des Versuchsmo-
tors platziert, sodass die potentiellen Spezies Umwandlungen im Ab-
gaskanal mithilfe homogenen Reaktoren modelliert und mit Experiment
verglichen wurden. Eine zusätzliche Messstelle noch weiter stromab
ermöglichte die Untersuchung der NO2 Bildung für längere Aufenthalt-
szeiten. Drei verschiedene Reaktionsmechanismen wurden zur Vorher-
sage der NO2 Bildung eingesetzt und deren Vorhersagen sind miteinan-
der verglichen worden.

.
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1 Introduction

In order to limit pollutant emissions such as nitrogen oxides (NOx) and
sulfur oxides (SOx) caused by marine engines, regulations specified by
the International Maritime Organization (IMO) under MARPOL Annex
VI, known as the Tier I regulations [1], entered into force in 2005. These
regulations became much stricter when Tier II and Tier III entered into
force in 2011 and 2016, respectively; the Tier III regulations applied to
the so-called emission control areas (ECAs). Figure 1.1 shows the NOx

regulations depending on the maximum engine speed as well as the lim-
itations on the sulfur content of the fuel as measure to control the SOx

emissions. In addition, the IMO introduced the Energy Efficiency Design
Index (EEDI) for CO2 emissions in 2013 to tackle the climate change prob-
lem, with a target of reducing CO2 emissions by up to 70% by 2050 com-
pared with 2008 levels.

The common technologies for fulfilling the required pollutant regula-
tions in the conventional marine diesel engines include the installation
of selective catalytic reduction (SCR), which is installed to reduce NOx; a
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scrubber, which is installed to remove SOx by see water washing from ex-
haust gas; and exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and emulsion, which are
used to reduce the combustion temperature. All of these common tech-
nologies introduce disadvantages in terms of system complexity, environ-
mental side effects and cost.

The lean natural gas (NG)-diesel dual-fuel (DF) engine can be a promis-
ing technology for fulfilling pollutant regulations. This configuration con-
sists of the port injection of NG to form a combustible air-NG mixture in
the cylinder. Due to the high auto-ignition temperature of methane (the
main component of NG), the mixture is ignited by the direct injection of
a small amount of diesel. The lean NG-diesel DF engine exhibits the fol-
lowing advantages compared with conventional diesel engines: A small
amount of diesel leads to less soot formation; the lower ratio of C/H
atoms of CH4 causes lower CO2 emissions; and NO emissions are sup-
pressed due to the lower peak temperature following lean combustion.
However, one drawback of this combustion method is the methane slip
from the crevices and due to quenching effects close to the cylinder walls
[2, 3]. Various experimental studies using plug flow reactors have proved
augmented conversion of NO to NO2 in the presence of small amounts of
CH4 when excess air is present [4, 5].

NO2 has a higher toxicity and different formation mechanism compared
with NO. It is the precursor substance relevant to the formation of ground
level ozone (O3) and the cause of smog formation. Furthermore, mixing
of NO2 with moisture causes the formation of nitrous acids (HNO2) or
directly nitric acids (HNO3), which is known as acid rain. The negative
effects of NO2 on human health are acute symptoms and lung function
impairment [6, 7]. Kerr et al. [8] indicated that exposure to 0.5 ppm NO2
for 6 hours could result in significant reduction of in people’s pulmonary
function.

Rößler et. al. have studied the NO2 emissions from a single cylinder
diesel test engine experimentally [9, 10]. In their study, it was evident that
in the whole engine operations window, meaning different engine load
and engine speed and without EGR, the level of NO2 to NOx (as the sum-
mation of NO and NO2) remained less than 4%. Through the parameter
variations performed at an engine load of 25 % and an engine speed of
1400 RPM, they demonstrated that earlier start of injection, higher injec-
tion pressure or lower EGR leads to higher NO as well as NO2 emissions.
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However the increase in NO2 emissions was much more gradual com-
pared with the NO rise, and thus, the ratio of NO2 to NOx fell. The highest
NO2 to NOx ratio was recorded for the conditions leading to the lowest
produced NO (for instance, by higher EGR), as the level of NO was low
and most of produced NO converted to NO2. They showed that, among
different parameter variations, increasing the air-fuel equivalence ratio λ
(higher O2 concentration) had the greatest effect on increasing in-cylinder
NO2 formation.

The direct influence of λ on NO2 emissions from Diesel engines was
also reported by Hilliard et. al. [11], who measured a NO2 to NOx ratio of
approximately 30% under very lean conditions (λ=4.55) and a low engine
speed of 1000 RPM. The increasing NO2 formation under lean conditions
might, according to the authors, be due to the in-flame NO2 production,
that escapes from the flame into cooler areas such as in quench zones,
which are widespread in diesel engines operated under lean conditions.

In gas engines, a significant NO2 to NOx ratio was recorded by Olsen
et. al. [12], when the engine was operated under ultra-lean conditions.
Thus, both NO and NO2 concentrations were reduced with increasing λ,
and the NO concentration fell faster than NO2, leading to a higher NO2 to
NOx ratio.

The experimental study of Lieu et. al [13] investigated NO2 emissions
from heavy duty diesel engines operated in DF H2-diesel mode. Their
investigation revealed higher NO2 emissions, namely three (at 70% load)
to five (at 10% load) times those of the diesel operation mode.

From the aforementioned experimental investigations, it is evident that
the NO2 formation is actually driven by the conversion of NO. This con-
version is augmented under certain thermodynamic conditions and mix-
ture compositions, which are discussed in detail later in this thesis. The
governing reaction paths of NO-NO2 conversion have been the subject of
several experimental and numerical studies. The performance of the few
available kinetic mechanisms is also discussed in this thesis.

1.1 Objectives

The objective of this study was to model the in-cylinder NO2 formation in
a one-cylinder lean NG-diesel test engine of MAN, followed by the fur-
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ther NO2 formation in its exhaust duct numerically. The model localizes
the in-cylinder NO2 formation and the extent of NO2 produced during
combustion in the engine and in the exhaust duct of a test engine.

To the author’s knowledge, no simplified model exists for capturing in-
cylinder NO2 formation. Prior numerical investigations utilized detailed
kinetic mechanisms in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to capture
combustion and NO2 formation in a DF engine [14]. In this study, a low-
order model for predicting NO2 formation/conversion as well as CH4
post-oxidation and CO formation/conversion, based on look-up tables,
was developed.

To accurately predict NO2 formation, correct combustion modeling and
a correct prediction of the unburned CH4 from crevices and caused by
flame-wall quenching were necessary. The 3-Zones Extended Coherent
Flame (ECFM3Z) combustion model was used in the simulation package
AVL-Fire, for which auto-ignition delay times and laminar flame speeds
were modeled based on the a priori generated look-up tables.

1.2 Outline of the thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents
the fundamental investigation of NO2 formation in reactive flow by us-
ing batch as well as well-stirred reactors in Cantera, employing different
kinetic mechanisms. The aim of this investigation was to find out under
which engine-related stage (ignition, combustion or post-oxidation) and
mixture composition the NO2 formation was augmented. The findings in
this chapter have used to efficiently model the NO2 formation and con-
version in CFD calculations.

Chapter 3 describes the 3D CFD modeling of turbulent combustion. The
employed ECFM3Z combustion model as well as auto-ignition and lami-
nar flame speeds modeling in the context of DF combustion are described.
The simulations were carried out in AVL-Fire. The results of the com-
bustion simulations were compared with the experimental results. Pre-
cise capturing of combustion was necessary for correctly predicting of
in-cylinder pollutant formation and conversion.

Chapter 4 concerns the modeling of the pollutant formation and con-
version, which includes the modeling of NO, unburned CH4, CO and
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NO2 species mass fractions. For predicting the unburned CH4 a quench-
ing model based on the quenching distance was implemented in AVL Fire
with the crevice regions also taken into account.

For predicting the post-oxidation of modeled unburned CH4, the CO
formation/conversion, and particularly the NO2 formation/conversion
in the engine, a method based on look-up tables is then proposed. In
this approach, the conversion rates of the so-called progress variables,
corresponding to the CH4, NO2 and CO, mass fractions were computed
through 0D homogeneous reactor simulations by employing different ki-
netic mechanisms in Cantera and stored in look-up tables. During the
CFD calculations, the conversion rates were retrieved from the look-up
tables for each computational cell. The advantage of this approach is that
it avoids the time-consuming detailed kinetics calculation in CFD. The
implementation was performed in the CFD simulation tool AVL-Fire by
introducing transport equations with the source terms interpolated from
the look-up tables entries.

In Chapter 5, pollutant formation and conversion in the engine as well
as in the exhaust duct are presented. The latter ones are compared with
experimental results. Finally, the findings are summarized in Chapter 6.
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2 Prestudy of NO2 Formation

This chapter aims to provide insights regarding the mechanism of NO2
formation in homogeneous reactive mixtures. The findings presented in
this chapter served as the basis for CFD modeling of NO2 formation in the
investigated (DF) engine. The first section includes the theoretical back-
ground of modeling zero-dimensional reactive mixtures. The second sec-
tion concerns the prestudy of NO2 formation under the conditions ex-
pected in DF engines by batch as well as well-stirred reactors. Thereby, the
effect of mixture temperature, pressure and compositions on NO2 were
studied, in order to determine the variables that affect NO2 formation for
CFD modeling later on.

2.1 Theory and Modeling of Reactive Chemical Systems

The chemical equilibrium of a reactive mixture is a state of a gas, for which
the Gibbs energy level has reached its minimum. On the basis of chemical
equilibrium it is possible to describe the final state of a gas phase regard-
ing its temperature, concentrations, etc. depending on the initial state of
the gas phase. The chemical equilibrium does not describe the time evo-
lution until the final state is reached. This implies that the finite residence
time of the gas in real applications is not taken into account. By contrast,
the reaction mechanism models the species evolution over time by em-
ploying several coupled elementary reactions. The open source software
Cantera [15] has been used to model the state of the reactive mixture by
employing different reaction mechanisms. A batch reactor is an appro-
priate model for investigating the non-steady state of a closed reactive
system over time with uniform composition and temperature. A set of or-
dinary differential equations for the species and temperature changes are
solved. The temporal change of the k-th species is calculated using

dYk

dt
=

Mkω̇s,k

ρ
(2.1)
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where Mk and ρ are the molar mass of the k-th species and gas mixture
density, respectively. ω̇s,k corresponds to the net production rate of the
k-th species:

ω̇s,k = ∑
i

νk,iω̇r,i (2.2)

where ω̇r,i is the net progress rate of the i-th reaction step and νk,i as the
stoichiometric coefficient of the k-th species in the i-th reaction step of the
reaction mechanism consisting of several reaction steps. Considering the
i-th reversible elementary reaction step in a complex mechanism:

νAA + νBB
k f−−⇀↽−−
kb

νCC + νDD, (2.3)

the net progress rate ω̇r,i can be expressed in terms of the law of mass
action as follows:

ω̇r,i = k f [cA]
νA [cB]

νB − kb[cC]
νC [cD]

νD . (2.4)

k f and kb are the forward/reversed reaction rate coefficients, respectively,
and ck denotes the concentration of the k-th species. The forward reaction
rate coefficient k f is calculated using the Arrhenius equation:

k f (T) = k0Tb exp(
− Ea

RT
), (2.5)

where Ea is the activation energy, k0 is the pre-exponential factor, b is the
temperature exponent, T is temperature and R ≈ 8.314 [j/(molK)] is the
molar gas constant. The backward reaction rate coefficient can be related
to the equilibrium constant Keq as follows:

kb =
Keq

k f
, (2.6)

for which the equilibrium constant Keq depends on the thermodynamic
properties of the species determined through the NASA polynomials. The
temporal change of temperature due to reaction under isochoric condi-
tions can be written as:

ρcv
dT
dt

= −∑
k

ω̇s,kuk (2.7)
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where cv is the specific isochoric heat capacity and uk is the partial specific
internal energy of species k, which can be related to the partial specific
enthalpy hk through

uk(T) = hk(T)−
RT
Mk

. (2.8)

In contrast to the batch reactor, the well-stirred reactor is an open system
that enables mass exchange. The model is based on the assumption of a
uniform composition and very fast mixing of the reactants and products.
Considering an inlet mass flow of ṁin with mixture compositions Yk,in, the
species conversion equation can be written as follows:

dYk

dt
=

ṁin

m
(Yk,in −Yk) + ω̇s,k (2.9)

and the energy equation is as follows:

cv
dT
dt

=
ṁin

m
(hin −∑

k
ukYk,in)−∑

k
ω̇s,kuk (2.10)

The left-hand side of equations 2.9 and 2.10 tend toward zero as the steady
state is approached. In the following section both the batch reactor and
well-stirred reactor model are used for developing an understanding of
the mechanism of NO2 formation.

2.2 Investigation of the NO2 Formation Mechanism Using the
Homogeneous Reactor

In this section the NO2 formation during the different stages of ignition,
combustion and post-oxidation of methane-air charge is investigated via
homogeneous reactors. The aim of this investigation is to understand
under which engine-related conditions, or rather at which time or stage
the NO2 formation is augmented by employing different reaction mech-
anisms. Methane is taken as the substitute for NG. In the scope of this
work, only the effect of CH4 on NO2 formation was taken into account.
The potential effect of the low amounts of C2-C3 hydrocarbons present in
NG as well as diesel pilot, as the ignition source in DF engine, on the NO2
formation was neglected.
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In literature there are a few reaction mechanisms which have been val-
idated under different conditions to predict the C1-C2 hydrocarbons oxi-
dation as well as NO and NO2 formation.

Rasmussen et. al. [16–18] proposed a reaction mechanism for the ef-
fect of NO and NO2 on C1-C2 hydrocarbons oxidation. The mechanism
comprises chemistry submechanisms for H2/O2, CO/CO2, NO/NO2 and
C1-C2 hydrocarbons and their interactions. The reaction mechanism has
been validated for high pressures ranging from 20 to 100 bar, medium
temperatures ranging form 600 K to 900 K and fuel air equivalence ra-
tios φ ranging from 100 (very rich) to 0.045 (very lean) in methane-air
mixtures. These sets of reactions are partly adapted from the previous in-
vestigations of Glarborg et. al. [19], modeling NO reduction by C1 and C2

hydrocarbons and validated for the temperature range of 800 K-1500 K at
atmospheric pressure.

In another work, Sivaramakrishnan et. al [20] introduced a mechanism
for the oxidation of a NG blend (CH4-C2H6) and the interaction of the
hydrocarbons with NO and NO2, consisting of 130 chemical species and
818 reversible elementary reactions. The rate coefficients were validated
against high pressure/temperature conditions . The Gri 3.0 [21] mecha-
nism, consisting of 325 reactions and 53 species is the widespread reaction
mechanism used for calculating the ignition and combustion of NG. This
mechanism also includes paths for NO andNO2 formation.

This section presents an investigation of the performance of the reaction
mechanisms of Rasmussen, Sivaramakrishnan and Gri 3.0 in predicting
the NO2 formation has been studied. First, the steady state of methane-
air combustion with the initial fuel-air equivalence ratio φ=1 under an
engine relevant initial conditions of Tini=700K and pini=50 bar and for dif-
ferent mixture residence times was calculated using the well-stirred re-
actor (WSR) model in Cantera. The WSR model exhibits the feature of
infinite fast mixing of reactants and products and it models the steady
state of the reactive system. The induction time of the radical formation
during the ignition is not taken into account; for this purpose, batch re-
actor model were employed, as described later in this section. In Figure
2.1, the final temperature, and CH4, NO, and NO2 mass fractions are plot-
ted for a range of mixture residence times employing different reaction
mechanisms. Combustion occurs as the minimum residence time is ex-
ceeded, resulting in CH4 oxidation and temperature rise. The NO mass
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Figure 2.1: Prediction of Rasmussen ( ), Sivaramakrishnan ( ) and Gri 3.0
( ) of: YCH4 ( ) and temperature ( ) (left) and YNO ( ) and
YNO2 ( ) (right) during different residence times; Tini=700K, pini=50 bar,
φ=1

fraction increases as the burned gas remains at a high temperature over a
longer residence time (thermal NO formation predicted by Zeldovic [22]).
The NO2 mass fraction rises as well; however it remains three orders of
magnitude lower than that of NO. It can be concluded that the amount of
NO2 in the hot flue gas following the combustion remains very low. All
the mechanisms capture the same tendency.

The following calculations were conducted by using the homogeneous
batch reactor model and by employing different reaction mechanisms.
The produced hot flue gas containing NO might be mixed locally with the
unburned fresh methane-air mixture. In Figure 2.2, the composition and
temperature evolution over time are plotted for a mixture of a low amount
of NO in the fresh methane-air mixture of φ=0.5 at Tini=1200 K and pini=60
bar. It can be seen that following an induction time that differs by each re-
action mechanism, combustion occurs, leading to temperature rise and
consumption of CH4. During the induction time and the radical forma-
tion NO2 concentration rises, accompanied by NO consumption. This im-
plies that the NO2 formation is coupled with partial CH4 oxidation. As
the temperature rises, the produced NO2 converts back to NO quickly, as
predicted by all three reaction mechanisms. It can be concluded that NO2
formation is augmented in NO-methane-air mixture during the induction
time. However as combustion occurs and the temperature rises the NO2
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Figure 2.2: Prediction of Rasmussen ( ), Sivaramakrishnan ( ) and Gri 3.0
( ) of: YCH4 ( ) and temperature ( ) evolution (left); YNO ( )
and YNO2 ( ) (right) ; Initial conditions: Mixing of NO with YNO=0.0005
in fresh methane-air mixture φ=0.5, T=1200 K, p=60 bar

produced during the induction time converts back to NO, implying that
NO2 is not problematic at high temperatures. The strong temperature rise
due to CH4 oxidation can be avoided by using very lean mixtures of CH4-
air. In Figure 2.3 the species evolution in a mixture with low amounts of
CH4 and NO in air at low temperature and pressure levels as expected
during the expansion stroke in the engine can be seen. It can be seen that
the temperature rise is low, and as a result, the produced NO2 remains at
a high level over a long residence time, followed by NO and NO2 evolu-
tion towards their equilibrium state by longer residence times. It can be
concluded that the high level of NO2 is the result of low amounts of CH4
mixing with NO in the presence of O2 as an oxidizer at low temperature
levels. As can be seen in Figure 2.4, the NO2 formation is frozen in the
absence of NO or O2. For the mixture of O2 and NO in the absence of
CH4, the level of NO2 remains low, compared with the NO concentration
as shown in Figure 2.4.

Based on the aforementioned simulations, the strong susceptibility of
NO2 formation in DF engines with a lean methane-air mixture can be ex-
plained as follows: The NO formation is the strongest in the zones with
the highest equivalence ratio, namely in the zone of diesel spray combus-
tion. The temperature in this zone is the highest, and thus, the formation
of thermal NO over time is enhanced [22, 23]. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 indicate
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Figure 2.3: Prediction of Rasmussen ( ), Sivaramakrishnan ( ) and Gri 3.0
( ) of: YCH4 ( ) and T ( ) evolution (left) ; YNO ( ) and
YNO2 ( ) evolution (right); Initial conditions: φ=0.01 (YCH4=0.00058,
YO2=0.23,YN2=0.766), YNO=0.0005, T=1200 K, p=10 bar

Figure 2.4: Prediction of Rasmussen ( ), Sivaramakrishnan ( ) and Gri 3.0
( ) for YNO ( ) and YNO2 ( ) evolution under the absence of CH4
(in NO-O2-N2 mixture); And prediction of all the mechanisms for YNO2 under
the absence of NO or O2 ( ) at T=1200 K and p=10 bar

that the NO2 concentration related to this state of combustion is very low.
High levels of NO2 are reached when unburned CH4, which has survived
bulk combustion, is mixed and diluted with the product gas following
combustion containing NO and post-oxidized in the presence of O2 at
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low temperatures. O2 always present in the flue gas from lean methane-
air combustion.

The NO2 formation rate varies depending on the mixture temperature.
This is depicted in Figure 2.5 for low amounts of CH4 (YCH4=0.00058) and
NO (YNO=0.0005) in the flue gas, which represents the main gas products
following the lean methane-air combustion with φ=0.5 (YO2 =0.1127, YN2

=0.745, YCO2 =0.0778, YH2O =0.0636). NOx as a summation of NO and NO2
remains constant. For high temperatures and higher reactivity of CH4,

Figure 2.5: Prediction of Rasmussen ( ), Sivaramakrishnan ( )
and Gri 3.0 mechanisms ( ) for YCH4 and YNO2 for
different initial temperatures/pressures. Initial conditions:
YCH4=0.00058,YO2=0.1127,YN2=0.745,YCO2=0.0778,YH2O=0.0636, YNO=0.0005

NO2 formation is faster, whereas at lower temperatures the formation
rates are lower. The high mixing temperature, however, results in fast con-
version of NO2 back to NO during low residence times as seen by T=1700
K. At lower temperatures NO2 still remains high for a longer residence
time as depicted for T=1300 K. At very low temperature level (T=900 K)
the oxidation of CH4 and thus NO2 formation are shifted to much later
times. Gri 3.0 even predicts no reactivity at this low temperature. Thus
the mixing temperature together with the mixture residence time plays a
key roll in the final amount of NO2. The different performance of the re-
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Figure 2.6: Effect of varying CH4 (left) and varying NO initial mass fractions (right) on
YCH4 ( ) and YNO2 ( ) evolution predicted by Rasmussen reaction
mechanism; Initial conditions: YNO,ini=5.E-4 (left), YCH4,ini=5.E-4 (right) and
main products following combustion of methane-air φ=0.5; T=1300 K, p=20
bar

action mechanisms, as depicted in Figure 2.5, is the reason why the three
mechanisms are taken into account for the CFD calculations later on.

As for temperature/pressure, the mixture composition also affects the
extent of NO2 formation. During the expansion stage, the CH4 that sur-
vived combustion is mixed and diluted in the flue gas containing O2 and
NO. Figure 2.6 shows the effect of varying CH4 initial mass fractions (with
a constant NO initial mass fraction) and varying NO initial mass fractions
(with constant CH4 initial mass fraction) on NO2 formation rate predicted
using the Rasmussen mechanism. Higher initial CH4 mass fractions lead
to a higher oxidation rate of CH4 and thus to a higher NO2 formation
rate. Depending on the available NO amount however, the NO2 is lim-
ited despite the increasing CH4, which can be expected due to the direct
conversion of NO to NO2. On the other hand, a higher NO mass fraction
leads to faster CH4 oxidation and thus faster NO2 formation and higher
NO2 level, as depicted in the right part of Figure 2.6. Besides the main
products, the flue gas from combustion also contains radicals that could
affect the NO2 formation. The radicals’ mass fractions in an equilibrium
state for an initial mixture of CH4-air with φ=0.5, an initial temperature
of 700 K, and an initial pressure of 50 bar are as follows: YOH=0.00013,
YO=3.6E-6, YH=2.E-9 and YHO2= 2.03E-6. It can be seen that the OH mass
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Figure 2.7: Effect of OH radicals on YCH4 ( ) and YNO2 ( ) predicted by Ras-
mussen reaction mechanism; Initial conditions: YOH=0.0 ( ), YOH=10.e-
6 ( ), YOH=50.e-6 ( ) and YOH=100.e-6 ( ),YCH4=0.0005,
YNO=0.0005, main products following combustion of methane-air φ=0.5,
T=1300 K, p=20 bar

fraction is higher than the mass fraction of the O radical by two orders of
magnitude, and the mass fractions of HO2 and H radicals are negligible.
Hence, the effect of OH radicals on NO2 formation is taken into account.
As depicted in Figure 2.7, even a small amount of OH radicals accelerates
the CH4 reactivity, and thus its oxidation. As a result NO to NO2 conver-
sion is faster.

According to previous investigations the mechanism of NO2 formation
was determined. The dimensions that affect the NO2 formation rate were
also discussed. For further modeling of NO2 formation in CFD, which is
discussed in Section 4.3, it was necessary to consider the mixture temper-
ature, pressure and CH4, NO, and OH mass fractions. Since the present
study was aimed at NO2 prediction in a DF engine with a lean premixed
methane-air charge of φ ≈ 0.5, the O2 mass fraction in the flue gas was set
constant to YO2=0.1127 for modeling purposes in CFD. Slightly lower or
higher values of YO2 would not affect the NO2 formation that much due
to different orders of magnitude of the CH4 and O2 mass fractions.
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3 CFD Modeling of DF Engine
Combustion

The investigated DF engine in this thesis is a so-called diesel-ignited NG
engine, also referred to as a diesel-gas engine [24]. Port injected NG and
air enter the combustion chamber during the open inlet valves and form
a lean premixed NG-air charge in the cylinder. During the compression
phase, a small amount of diesel pilot is injected into the chamber. This
leads to the formation of a mixture of diesel-NG-air and the onset of ig-
nition. Following the ignition the flame front propagates in the premixed
background mixture.

A few challenges exist in the numerical simulations of such DF engines.
The first step is a cold flow simulation during charging through the in-
take manifolds. This is a prerequisite for accurately predicting the mixture
fraction of NG and air as well as the flow field and the turbulence field
in the chamber [25]. The next step is modeling the diesel injection to cap-
ture its penetration length and its mixing with the background mixture.
Accurate spray modeling is important for determining the ignition loca-
tion(s) [26, 27]. An appropriate kinetic mechanism of a diesel-NG mixture
also plays a key roll in predicting ignition [28–30] and depicts another
challenge for modeling DF engines.

The 3D CFD calculation in the framework of unsteady Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) equations was used in the present
study. The simulation was conducted using the CFD software package
AVL-FIRE (version 2018.2). The charge exchange during the open inlet
valves was not simulated, and thus, the initial turbulence field in engine
was assumed to be homogeneous. In addition, the validation of the spray
model was not in the scope of this work. The spray modeling and the cor-
responding model parameters are based on validation cases conducted
by MAN.

In Sections 3.1 and 3.2 the theoretical background for modeling the re-
active turbulent flow is described. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 concern the phys-
ical analysis and numerical approaches for modeling the turbulent pre-
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mixed combustion that is expected to be the relevant combustion regime
for the investigated DF engine. For modeling turbulent combustion, the
ECFM3Z model was employed, which can model auto-ignition, diffusion
combustion and premixed flame propagation. The ECFM3Z combustion
model is described in Section 3.5. Since the ECFM3Z model was originally
developed for modeling diesel combustion, it was necessary to adapt
its sub-models for predicting auto-ignition and laminar flame speeds for
modeling DF combustion. The adapted auto-ignition model, described in
Section 3.6, had already been implemented in AVL-Fire in previous work
conducted at the Thermodynamics Institute and was used in the present
work. The adaption with respect to the modeling of laminar flame speeds
was implemented in the present work and is described in Section 3.7. Two
operation points were calculated. In section 3.8 the simulations setups are
described, followed by the results of combustion simulations, presented
in Section 3.9.

3.1 Theoretical Background of Modeling 3D Reactive Flows

To quantify the in-cylinder spatial distribution and temporal evolution of
quantities such as temperature and mass fractions, 3D CFD is used, which
solves a set of coupled non-linear partial differential equations. The tem-
poral and spatial change of ρ, U, hs, and Yk, meaning the density, mo-
mentum, sensible enthalpy and species mass fractions in their differential
form, respectively, are as follows [31]:

• Mass:
∂ρ

∂t
+

∂

∂xi
(ρui) = 0 (3.1)

where ρ is the density and u is the velocity.

• Momentum:

∂ρuj

∂t
+

∂

∂xi

(
ρuiuj

)
= − ∂p

∂xj
+ Fi +

∂τij

∂xi
(3.2)

where ui and uj denote the velocities in the i and j directions, respectively.
The first and the second terms in equation 3.2 represent the surface and
the volume force on the fluid respectively. The change rate of momentum
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due to the viscous stresses (third term) is considered by the viscous tensor
known as the momentum flux τij:

τij = −
2
3

µ
∂uk

∂xk
δij + µ

(
∂ui

∂xj
+

∂uj

∂xi

)
(3.3)

with µ as the dynamic viscosity and δij as the Kronecker delta function.

• Sensible enthalpy:

∂ρhs

∂t
+

∂

∂xi
(ρuihs) = ω̇T +

Dp
Dt

+
∂

∂xi

(
λ

∂T
∂xi

)
+

∂uiτij

∂xj (3.4)

where the heat source term as the first term on the right-hand side of
equation 3.4 is defined as follows:

ω̇T = −
N

∑
k=1

∆ho
f ,kω̇k (3.5)

where ω̇s,k denotes the production/consumption rate of the k-th species
and ∆ho

f ,k is the standard formation enthalpy of species k at T0=298.15 K.
The right-hand side of equation 3.4 also includes the source term for the
pressure change (2nd term), the heat flux due to the conduction according
to Fourier’s law with λ as the heat diffusion coefficient (3rd term), and
and the viscous heating source term (4th term).

In reacting flows, the species transport equation is solved in addition to
the above-mentioned equations.

• Species mass fraction:

∂ρYk

∂t
+

∂ρuiYk

∂xi
=

∂

∂xi

(
ρDk

∂Yk

∂xi

)
+ ω̇k (3.6)

where Yk denotes the mass fraction of the k-th species. The first term on
the right-hand side of equation 3.6 considers the change rate of the species
mass fraction due to diffusive transport according to Fick’s law, where Dk

is the molecular diffusion of the k-th species. The second term represents
the production/consumption rate of the k-th species. Since the equations
3.1 and 3.6 lead to an over determined equation system, equation 3.6 is
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solved for N-1 species. The last species mass fraction, usually N2, is de-
termined as follows:

YN = 1−
N−1

∑
k=1

Yk (3.7)

In combustion engines the flow is generally turbulent. This leads to
higher complexity in solving the above-mentioned equations than in lam-
inar flows. Direct numerical simulation (DNS), large eddy simulation
(LES), and (Unsteady) Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS and
RANS) methods represent the approaches used to model the turbulent
flows. The extent of turbulent scale resolution is the highest in DNS fol-
lowed by LES. The RANS and URANS methods, based on the principle
of Reynolds decomposition, take the effect of turbulence on the mean
flow field into account by using a turbulence model. These approaches
are computationally much more efficient and appropriate for engineering
purposes. Hereafter the variable φ is splitted into the Reynolds-averaged
(φ) and Reynolds-fluctuation (φ′) components:

φ = φ + φ′ with φ′ = 0 (3.8)

In the context of turbulent flows with variable density due to combus-
tion/compression, the mass-weighted averaging known as Favre averag-
ing is preferred [32–34]:

φ̃ =
ρφ

ρ
(3.9)

The variable φ is splitted into the Favre-averaged φ̃ and Favre-fluctuation
term φ′′:

φ = φ̃ + φ′′ with φ̃′′ = 0 (3.10)

Using the mathematical convention above, the Favre-averaged balance
equations are as follows:

• Mass:
∂ρ

∂t
+

∂

∂xi
(ρũi) = 0 (3.11)

• Momentum:

∂ρũi

∂t
+

∂

∂xi

(
ρũiũj

)
+

∂p
∂xj

=
∂

∂xi

(
τij − ρũ′′i u′′j

)
(3.12)
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• Sensible enthalpy:

∂ρh̃s

∂t
+

∂

∂xi

(
ρũih̃s

)
=ω̇T +

Dp
Dt

+
∂

∂xi

(
λ

∂T
∂xi
− ρũ′′i h′′s

)
+

∂uiτij

∂xj

(3.13)

• Species mass fraction:

∂
(

ρỸk

)
∂t

+
∂

∂xi

(
ρũiỸk

)
= − ∂

∂xi

(
ρDk

∂Ỹk

∂xi
+ ρũ′′i Y′′k

)
+ ω̇k (3.14)

From Favre averaging of the equations, new terms appear that need to
be modeled. These unclosed terms include the Reynolds stresses ũ′′i u′′j as

well as the enthalpy and species turbulent fluxes ũ′′i h′′s and ũ′′i Y′′k , respec-
tively. In addition, the source term ω̇k due to combustion has to be mod-
eled, which is described in Section 3.4. According to Boussinesq [35, 36],
the Reynolds stresses can be expressed in terms of mean strain rate in the
same way as the viscous stress for Newtonian isotropic fluid:

ρũ′′i u′′j = −µt

(
∂ũi

∂xj
+

∂ũj

∂xi
− 2

3
δij

∂ũk

∂xk

)
+

2
3

ρk (3.15)

The difference hereby is that the molecular viscosity is replaced by the
so-called eddy viscosity µt, which is computed by applying a turbulence
model. Following the classical gradient assumption, the enthalpy and
species turbulent fluxes are closed through

ρũ′′i h′′s = − µt

Prt

∂h̃s

∂xi
(3.16)

ρũ′′i Y′′k = − µt

Sct

∂Ỹk

∂xi
(3.17)

Here, Prt and Sct refer to the turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt number,
which consider enthalpy and species transport due to turbulence. In tur-
bulent flows the molecular transport is much smaller than the turbulence
induced transport and can therefore be neglected. The unclosed term µt

is still to be modeled, which is described in the next section.
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3.2 Turbulence Model

3.2 Turbulence Model

Most turbulence models are based on previously mentioned Boussinesq’s
assumption to model the eddy viscosity µt to close the Favre averaged
equations. In the engineering applications the k-ε model as the two-
equation model is widely used. Thereby, transport equations for the tur-
bulent kinetic energy k and and its dissipation rate ε are solved. The tur-
bulent kinetic energy is the mean kinetic energy per unit mass associated
with the turbulent eddies, which gets dissipated by the viscous forces at
the smallest turbulent scale, known as Kolmogorov scales. The transport
equations for the turbulent kinetic energy k and its dissipation rate ε in
the standard k-ε model are as follows [37]:

∂

∂t
(ρk) +

∂

∂xi
(ρũik) =

∂

∂xi

[(
µ +

µt

σk

)
∂k
∂xi

]
+ Pk − ρε (3.18)

∂

∂t
(ρε) +

∂

∂xi
(ρũiε) =

∂

∂xi

[(
µ +

µt

σε

)
∂ε

∂xi

]
+ Cε1

ε

k
Pk − Cε2ρ

ε2

k
(3.19)

The source term Pk is defined as follows:

Pk = −ρũ′′i u′′j
∂ũi

∂xj
(3.20)

The model constants are as follows:

Cµ = 0.09 ; σk = 1.0 ; σε = 1.3 ; Cε1 = 1.44 ; Cε2 = 1.92
(3.21)

The turbulent viscosity is then estimated as [37]

µt = ρCµ
k2

ε
(3.22)

In the present work, the so-called k-ζ- f model developed by Hanjalic
and Popovac [38, 39], and based on Durbin’s elliptic relaxation concept
was employed. According to this turbulence model, two more equations
are solved in addition to equations 3.18 and 3.19, leading to a 4-equation
turbulence model. This model is based on the argument that the turbulent
kinetic energy k is not the appropriate turbulent velocity scale, so that an
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additional transport equation for the dimensionless velocity scale ratio
(ζ = v2/k) is solved:

∂ρζ

∂t
+

∂
(
ρujζ

)
∂xj

=
∂

∂xj

[(
µ +

µt

σζ

)
∂ζ

∂xj

]
+ ρ f − ζ

k
Pk (3.23)

The term ζ refers to the the velocity scale ratio and v2 to velocity fluctua-
tions:

v2 =
3

∑
i=1

u′′i u′′i (3.24)

The elliptical relaxation term f takes the near-wall turbulence anisotropy
and nonlocal pressure effects into account, which is computed as follows:
[40]:

L2∇2 f − f = L2 ∂

∂xj

(
∂ f
∂xj

)
− f =

1
T

(
C1− 1 + C′2

P
ρε

)(
ζ − 2

3

)
(3.25)

T and L are the turbulent time and length scale defined as:

T = max
[
min

(
k
ε , 0.6√

6Cµ|S|ζ

)
, CT

(
ν
ε

)1/2
]

L = CL max
[

min
(

k3/2

ε , k1/2
√

6Cµ|S|ζ

)
, Cη

(
ν3

ε

)1/4
] (3.26)

with S as mean strain rate:

S =
√

2SijSij Sij =
1
2

(
∂ui

∂xj
+

∂uj

∂xi

)
(3.27)

The first terms in the formulation of T and L are known as the inte-
gral time and length scale associated with the largest eddies and the sec-
ond terms correspond to the time and length scale of the smallest ed-
dies known as the Kolmogorov scale. The “min” bound of the turbulence
scales is introduced as the constraint of the model to suppress the overpre-
diction of the eddy viscosity in stagnation point regions with high rates of
normal strain [41]. The “max” bound considers that the turbulence scales
can not be less than the corresponding Kolmogorov scales [42]. The tur-
bulent viscosity µt is then calculated using:

µt = ρCµζkT (3.28)
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The corresponding coefficients are given as :

Cµ = 0.22; σk = 1.0; σε = 1.3; σς = 1.2; Cε1 = 1.4[1 + 0.012/ζ]

Cε2 = 1.9; C1 = 1.4; C′2 = 0.65; CT = 6 ; CL = 0.36; Cη = 85

3.3 Regimes of Turbulent Premixed Combustion

The so-called combustion regime diagram (Figure 3.1) proposed by
Borghi [43] and extended by Peters [44], characterizes the possible sce-
narios of turbulence-chemistry interaction in turbulent combustion. This
enables the modeling of an appropriate closure term for ω̇k, which is de-
scribed in the next section. The turbulence and chemistry interactions are
evaluated by comparing their respective length and time scales and by
introducing different dimensionless numbers as follows. The turbulent
Reynolds number is defined as

Ret = u′lt/ν (3.29)

where lt is the integral length scale, u′ is the velocity fluctuations and ν
is the kinematic viscosity. The Damköhler number Da corresponds to the
ratio of integral time scale τt to chemical time scale τc as follows:

Da =
τt

τc
=

lt/u′

δL/sL
(3.30)

where δL and sL are the laminar flame thickness and unstrained laminar
flame velocity, respectively. The Karlovitz number Ka is defined as the
ratio between the chemical time scale and Kolmogorov time scale τη:

Ka =
τc

τη
=

δL/sL√
ν/ε

=

(
δL

lη

)2

(3.31)

Various combustion regimes can be categorized in terms of length ratios
(lt /δL) and velocity ratio (u′ /sL ) as shown in Figure 3.1

When Da � 1, the chemical time scales are larger than the turbulence
ones, implying that combustion is entirely controlled by chemistry. High
turbulence, namely high fluctuating velocity, results in intensive mixing
of the combustion products with reactants like in perfectly stirred reac-
tors. For Da � 1 the chemical time scale is shorter than the integral tur-
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Figure 3.1: Turbulent combustion regimes proposed by Borghi and extended by Peters
in terms of length scales ratios and velocity ratios [43, 44]

bulence time scale. This implies that the chemical reactions are faster than
the speed of turbulence motions and the turbulence does not affect the
flame inner structure. The flame can be modeled as ensemble of lami-
nar flamelet surfaces, wrinkled by turbulence. The area with Ret < 1
represents the laminar flame region. When Ka < 1, the chemical time
scale is shorter than any turbulent time scales and the flame thickness
is smaller than the Kolmogorov length scale. In the so-called wrinkled
flamelet regime the flame front is thin and represents an ensemble of lam-
inar flamelet wrinkled by turbulence. In the so-called corrugated flamelet
region, the laminar flame thickness is still thinner than any turbulent
length scales. However the turbulent velocity is higher than the flame
speed (u′ > sL). As a result the turbulence motions wrinkle the flame
front up to flame front interactions that leads to the formation of pockets
of fresh and burned gases. The line Ka = 1 implies that the laminar flame
thickness equals to the Kolmogorov length scale, which is known as the
Klimov-Williams limit. This limit represents the transition between the
flamelet combustion regime and distributed combustion regime, where
the turbulence leads to the distortion of the flame front. However, Peters
showed that for Ka > 1, the reaction zone might not necessarily change.
As the reaction zone, where the heat is released, is smaller than the flame
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thickness (δr ≈ 0.1δL) the zone of 1 < Ka < 100 represents the thickened
flame regime, for which the smallest turbulent eddies can penetrate the
preheat zone but not the inner reaction zone.
In the next section the numerical approaches for closing the source term
ω̇k are introduced.

3.4 Numerical Approaches for Modeling Turbulent
Combustion

Simple turbulent combustion models usually aim to predict the consump-
tion rate of the fuel by considering a single one-step irreversible reaction:

Fu + sO2 −−→ (1 + s)P

where s denotes the stoichiometric coefficient. The mean consumption
rate of the fuel can be formulated by averaging the Arrhenius equation
is as follows:

ω̇Fu = ω̇Fu(ỸFu, ỸO2, T̃) = −k0ρ2T̃bỸFuỸO2 exp
(
− Ea

RT̃

)
(3.32)

where YFu and YO2 denote the mass fractions of fuel and oxygen, respec-
tively; Ea is the activation energy, k0 is the pre-exponential factor, b is the
temperature exponent, T is temperature, and R ≈ 8.314 [j/(molK)] is the
molar gas constant. In this formulation the effect of turbulence-chemistry
interactions is not considered. It is assumed that the mean reaction rate
corresponds to the reaction rate obtained by using mean local values of
temperature T̃ and mass fractions Ỹ. However, the strong non-linearity of
the Arrhenius equation with temperature makes this formulation inade-
quate in turbulent flows with high fluctuating temperatures. This formu-
lation would be appropriate for the flows with a low Damköhler number
as the chemical time scales are larger than the turbulent time scales. To
tackle the problems encountered by averaging the Arrhenius equation,
different combustion models based on the previously described physical
analysis of turbulent combustion have been proposed. The eddy break
up (EBU) model introduced by Spalding [34, 45, 46] for turbulent flows
with Re� 1 and Da� 1 assumes that in contrast to the previous Arrhe-
nius model, the chemistry does not play an explicit role in mean reaction
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rate. Thereafter, the mean consumption rate is controlled by the turbulent
time scale and the temperature fluctuations. This model is attractive due
to its simple formulation, which does not require any transport equation.
There are a few combustion models in the literature that consider both
turbulence and chemical effects on the mean reaction rate, including the
probability density function (PDF) model [47, 48], the level set approach
using the G-equation [49, 50] and the flamelet generated manifold FGM
model [51, 52]. The flame surface density model valid under the flamelet
assumptions is also a widely used combustion model for predicting tur-
bulent premixed and partial premixed combustion. This model has been
applied successfully in modeling combustion in reciprocating engines
([53–56]). The flamelet assumption is considered to be valid in technical
combustion systems such as reciprocating internal combustion engines,
regarding that quenching does not occur [57]. According to the flamelet
assumption the reaction occurs in an infinitely thin flame front that sep-
arates the unburned and burned zones. In this combustion regime, the
flame thickness is smaller than all the turbulent scales (Ka < 1), so that
the flame front is modeled as ensemble of small laminar flames (flamelets)
wrinkled by turbulence. The concept of the flame surface density model
and its implementation is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The mean fuel con-

Figure 3.2: Concept of the flame surface density model [31]
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sumption rate is expressed as the product of flame surface density Σ (i.e.
the flame surface area per unit volume) by the local fuel consumption rate
per unit of flame area ρu 〈sc〉s [58, 59]

ω̇Fu = ρu 〈sc〉s Σ (3.33)

where ρu is the fresh gas density and 〈sc〉s as mean fuel consumption
speed along the flame surface. The flame surface density Σ (m2/m3) con-
siders the flame front wrinkling caused by the turbulence. The advantage
of this model is the decoupled consideration of chemistry and turbulence.
The effect of kinetics is considered by means of fuel consumption speed
and the turbulence-chemistry interaction is taken into account by flame
surface density. The consumption speed refers to the speed at which the
flame burns the reactants. The DNS investigations of Harworth et. al. [60]
revealed that, to the first order, the mean consumption speed can be sub-
stituted by the unstrained laminar flame speed sL of freely propagating
flame sc ≈ sL. The laminar flame speed can be tabulated with respect to
temperature, pressure, fuel-air equivalence ratio, and EGR if needed by
employing detailed kinetics in Cantera or Chemkin.

The flame surface density Σ can be modeled either algebraically or by
solving a transport equation for Σ. The transport equation for Σ in its
closed form can be given as follows:

∂Σ
∂t

+
∂ũiΣ
∂xi

=
∂

∂xi

(
νt

σΣ

∂Σ
∂xi

)
+ κmΣ + κtΣ− D (3.34)

where κm and κt are strain rates contributions on flame surface production
induced by mean flow field and turbulence motions, respectively. D con-
siders the annihilation of the flame surface due to the reactant consump-
tion; νt is the turbulent kinematic viscosity; and σΣ is the flame surface
turbulent Schmidt number. Various closures formulations of the source
terms in equation 3.34 exist. These source terms for the CFM model are
given in Table 3.1 [61, 62]. The ECFM3Z model employed in this thesis
and described in the following section uses the same closure terms: where
α0 and β0 are model parameters, and ρTFu and ρFu correspond to the den-
sity of tracer fuel (without consumption) and fuel being consumed due
to combustion. The flame stretch generated by turbulence is estimated as
κt = ε/k corrected with the efficiency factor ΓK, according to the Intermit-
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Table 3.1: Source and sink terms of the flame surface density balance equation 3.34 ac-
cording to CFM Model

κmΣ κtΣ D

Aik
∂ũk
∂xi

Σ α0ΓK
ε
k Σ β0

ρTFusL
ρFu

Σ2

tent Turbulent Net Flame Stretch (ITNFS) model [63–65]. This function
accounts for the interaction of the eddies and the flame front depending
on velocity and length ratios ΓK

(
u′
sL

, lt
δL

)
and is determined in DNS simu-

lations of flame vortex interaction [66]. κm is usually neglected compared
to κt. Based on the described flame surface density model, the ECFM3Z
model proposed by Colin [67] was used in thesis for modeling of DF com-
bustion, which is described in the following section.

3.5 ECFM3Z Combustion Modeling of DF Engine

The Numerical investigation of combustion in a diesel-NG DF engine re-
quires the modeling of ignition in the mixture of vaporized diesel and
NG-air followed by flame propagation in the premixed lean mixture.
URANS simulations coupled with detailed kinetics have been employed
in various studies, to cover the ignition and combustion of both fuels
[68–70]. The employed kinetics included both n-heptane (as a diesel sub-
stitute) and methane (as NG substitute) oxidation reaction paths. How-
ever, the turbulence-chemistry interaction as described in the previous
section has not fully been taken into account. Turbulence has been consid-
ered merely by computing the reaction rates employing Arrhenius equa-
tions with the Favre averaged properties, namely T̃ and Ỹi. In addition to
this limitation the computational times are high. The 3-Zones Extended
Coherent Flamelet (ECFM3Z) model proposed by Colin et. al. [67] is an
approach that can consider all combustion regimes in a single model.
This model is an improvement of the Extended Coherent Flamelet Model
(ECFM) developed by the same author for modeling premixed/partially
premixed combustion [71].

The ECFM model belongs to the family of flame surface density mod-
els described in the previous section, which enables the modeling of
premixed and partially premixed combustion and has been tested suc-
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cessfully in modeling gasoline engines reported by different authors
[72, 73]. Thereby, the turbulence-chemistry interaction is modeled under
the flamelet assumption using the flame surface density model, which ac-
counts for the effect of turbulence on flame front wrinkling. The key fea-
ture of the ECFM model is the conditional averaging technique. The local
properties of the unburned gas (mixture composition, density, tempera-
ture) for computing the flame speed in fresh gas as well as the properties
of the burned gas for modeling the pollutant formation are reconstructed
accurately in a computational cell. The ECFM3Z model as the extension
of the ECFM model can additionally account for auto-ignition and mix-
ing controlled combustion. This has been achieved by adding an appro-
priate auto-ignition model [74], mixing model and diffusion combustion
in addition to the features of ECFM model. The feasibility of this model in
predicting DF combustion was demonstrated in [75], where a transition
from auto-ignition to propagating flame was captured by modeling an
initial flame surface density. The combustion modeling of the investigated
diesel-NG DF engine in the framework of the ECFM3Z model is described
as it follows: The computational cell is splitted into three subdomains: (1)
an unmixed zone containing pure n-heptane (as a diesel surrogate), (2)
a zone with methane (as a NG substitute)-air mixture, and (3) the mixed
zone that is evolved through progressive mixing of n-heptane with the
methane-air mixture in the computational cells. The conditional averag-
ing technique is applied to each of these zones, characterized by the su-
perscript u for the unburned and b for the burned state. The different sub-
grid zones in the ECFM3Z model and their evolution are sketched in Fig-
ure 3.3. Initially just the zone Au exists, corresponding to the methane-air
mixture and Fu, which represents the mass of the injected and evaporated
n-heptane (Case A). The mixing model allows to progressively transfer
the masses in zones Au and Fu in the mixed zone Mu (Case B). The auto
ignition delay time is computed in zone Mu. When the ignition criterion
is fulfilled, auto-ignition occurs and the fresh gas in Mu is rapidly con-
sumed. Following ignition, the fuel consumption due to premixed com-
bustion also occurs in zone Mu (Case C). The combustion products form
the region Mb, where the post-flame kinetics are computed using Arrhe-
nius equations. The post-flame calculations include the oxidation of pos-
sibly remaining fuel in the case of rich mixtures or diffusion combustion
as well as the prediction of pollutant emission such as NO (Case D). To
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Figure 3.3: Subgrid zones according to the ECFM3Z model and their evolution [67]

predict auto-ignition and premixed combustion in the fresh gas zone Mu

as well as post-flame reactions and pollutant formation in the burned gas
zone Mb, the gas properties, namely species mass fractions and tempera-
tures in these regions, must be reconstructed. This is achieved by solving
a set of transport equations and employing a conditional averaging tech-
nique.

A brief description of the model implementation is given as follows. A
much more detailed description can be found in [67]. The first set of trans-
port equations are solved for the Favre averaged density of the global
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species, namely fuels (n-heptane and methane), O2, N2, NO, CO2 ,CO,
H2O, H, O, OH, and NO:

∂ρỸk

∂t
+

∂ρũiỸk

∂xi
=

∂

∂xi

((
µ

Sc
+

µt

Sct

)
∂Ỹk

∂xi

)
+ ω̇k (3.35)

The transport equations predict the evolution of the species mass fractions
in the computational cell. Thereby µ and µt denote the laminar and turbu-
lent viscosities, respectively, and Sc and Sct are the laminar and turbulent
Schmidt numbers. The source term ω̇k considers the consumption of n-
heptane and methane starting with auto-ignition followed by premixed
or diffusion combustion. The consumption/production rates of the other
species are based on the stoichiometry balance equations and equilibrium
assumptions. For each of the aforementioned species so-called tracers are
transported according to equation 3.35, for which ω̇s,k equals zero. These
variables are required to predict the mixture composition in zone Mu. The
state of combustion under the flamelet assumption can be tracked via the
progress variable c̃, which is proportional to the oxidized fuel mass frac-
tion since the start of combustion:

c̃ = 1− mu

m
= 1− Ỹu

Fu1 + Ỹu
Fu2

ỸTFu1 + ỸTFu2
(3.36)

where Ỹu
Fu1 and Ỹu

Fu2 are the unburned n-heptane and methane species
mass fractions and ỸTFu1 and ỸTFu2 are their tracer mass fractions. The
mixing state of gaseous n-heptane in the background methane-air mix-
ture in the zone M is described by solving transport equations for the
so-called fictious unmixed quantities for n-heptane (ỸF

Fu1), CH4 (ỸA
Fu2), O2

(ỸA
O2) and their tracers. The mixing rate as the source term for these trans-

port equations is proportional to the volume fraction of the species and
a characteristic mixing time scale proportional to the turbulent time scale
k/ε. Knowing the global species mass fractions and the unmixed quan-
tities, it is possible to reconstruct the mixed quantities by applying mass
conservation of the species in the cell. For example the density of the fuel
tracer of n-heptane in the mixed zone ρM

TFu1 is

ρM
TFu1 = ρỸM

TFu1 = ρTFu1− ρF
Fu1 = ρỸTFu1− ρỸF

Fu1 (3.37)
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where ρF
Fu1 is the density of the unmixed Fu1 (n-heptane). For reconstruct-

ing the species mass fractions (global and their tracers) in each zone the
conditioning technique is applied. With Ỹk = ρk/ρ as the average mass
fraction of species k, the average mass fraction of species k contained in
zone Z is ỸZ

k = ρZ
k /ρ . Following this, the mass fraction of species k in

zone Z conditioned to this zone is given by:

ỸZ
k

∣∣∣
Z
=

ρZ
k

ρZ =
ỸZ

k

ỸZ
(3.38)

The mass fractions in the fresh gas, such as for n-heptane, can be given as

Ỹu,M
Fu1

∣∣∣
u,M

=
ρM

TFu1

ρM = ỸM
TFu1

∣∣∣
M

(3.39)

which states that the mixture composition in the unburned fresh gas
equals the average composition if no combustion would have occurred,
given by the fuel tracer in the mixed zone. To reconstruct the species mass
fraction such as O, OH and NO in the burned gas the classical relation-
ship between the mean value, the unburned one and progress variable c
is used as follows:

Ỹb,M
x

∣∣∣
b,M

=
ỸM

x

∣∣∣
M
− (1− c̃)Ỹu,M

x

∣∣∣
u,M

c̃
(3.40)

In analogy to the reconstruction of the mass fractions in the burned gas,
the burned gas enthalpy for predicting the correct burned gas tempera-
ture is calculated using

h̃ = (1− c̃b,M) h̃u + c̃b,Mh̃b (3.41)

where c̃b,M is the mass fraction of zone Mb and thus 1− c̃b,M is the mass
fraction at the fresh gas temperature Tu. h̃u refers to the fresh gas enthalpy
calculated by the transport equation

∂

∂t

(
ρh̃u
)
+

∂

∂xi

(
ρũih̃u

)
=

∂

∂xi

(
(

µ

Pr
+

µt

Prt
)

∂h̃u

∂xi

)
+ ρε +

ρ

ρu

∂p
∂t

+ hevap

(3.42)
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where hevap is heat loss caused by evaporation of the liquid phase.
Through the above-mentioned equations, the mixture composition and
temperature relevant for predicting auto-ignition, premixed combustion,
and pollutant formation can be computed.

In the following sections, appropriate models for predicting auto-
ignition as well as computing the laminar flame speed in the fresh gas
of n-heptane-methane-air are described.

3.6 Ignition Delay Time Model

Locally auto-ignition leads to a rapid consumption of the mixed fuel
and air. The modeling challenge is to predict the location and the in-
stance of this occurrence. Classical diesel auto-ignition models such as
those proposed by Halstead et. al. [76] (shell model) and Pinchon [77]
are based on an oversimplified consideration of the effect of chemistry on
auto-ignition, which is not accurate enough for modeling auto-ignition in
diesel or DF engines due to their complex chemistry. On the other side,
capturing auto-ignition by employing detailed kinetics is not computa-
tionally efficient in 3D modeling of engine combustion. Another approach
suitable for 3D modeling is the tabulation method proposed by Pires Da
Cruz [78], which relies on the a priori generation of a look-up table from
simulations in homogeneous reactors in Chemkin [79] or Cantera em-
ploying complex chemistry. The principle of this method is illustrated in
figure 3.4 using the temperature evolution in n-heptane/air mixture in a
constant volume reactor calculated in Cantera using the LLNL v3 mecha-
nism [80]. N-heptane is used as a surrogate for diesel as its cetane-number
(CN) is similar to that of diesel fuel, leading to similar auto-ignition de-
lay times. In the case of high temperature ignition (T=1000K), the start of
heat release is characterized by solely one time τHT. Following this time
the total heat of the reaction is released in a small time interval. In the case
of low temperature ignition, however the heat release (shown as the tem-
perature rise) occurs in two stages. The first stage known as cold flame
characterizes an ignition delay time τLT, after which only a low amount
of the total heat gets released rapidly. Following the first heat release, the
reactions slow down until the second delay time τHT is reached. At this
time the main heat release occurs rapidly.
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CFD Modeling of DF Engine Combustion

Figure 3.4: Cold flame ignition delay time τLT and main ignition delay time τHT for n-
heptane air mixture with fuel-air equivalence ratio φ=1 under an initial pres-
sure of 1.5 MPa and initial temperatures of T= 750 K (left) and T=1000 K
(right) in a constant volume reactor

In the look-up table, the cool flame τLT (if present) and the main flame ig-
nition delay times τHT are stored with respect to temperatures, pressures,
fuel-air equivalence ratios and EGR (if applicable) through simulations
using the homogeneous constant volume reactor. The tabulated times cor-
respond to the instances of maximum temperature derivative versus time
during the cool flame ignition and main ignition. In addition the heat re-
leases at τLT and τHT, namely h1 and hmax are tabulated, respectively. The
fuel consumption during the cool flame is limited to the ratio h1 /hmax.

To capture the ignition delay time in DF correctly, the interaction be-
tween the fuels n-heptane and methane must also be considered. The
RCEM experimental investigation of Schlatter et. al. [29, 30] showed pro-
longed ignition delay under the presence of methane compared with
that of the pure diesel. Auto-ignition in DF engines is affected by the
lower compression end temperatures. For accurate prediction of auto-
ignition, a suitable reaction mechanism is required, particularly in the
low-temperature regime.

In the literature, several kinetic mechanisms have been developed and
validated for NG or n-heptane. To the authors knowledge, there is no val-
idated mechanism for n-heptane/methane fuel blend. For this reason the
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3.6 Ignition Delay Time Model

kinetic mechanisms employed in modeling DF combustion in different
studies rely on the mechanisms validated for n-heptane, which also in-
clude the submechanisms for CH4 oxidation. However, there are a few of
them, which might be appropriate for modeling the ignition in DF com-
bustion.

A comprehensive study was conducted by Jud [81] on the performance
of the LLNL, Chalmers [82] and Rahimi [83] kinetic mechanisms in pre-
dicting the ignition delay times in n-heptane-methane-air mixtures. In his
dissertation, these mechanisms were compared with the experimental re-
sults of a rapid compression expansion machine (RCEM), where diesel
was injected into the background mixture of methane-air. He demon-
strated that the Chalmers and Rahimi mechanisms can reproduce the ig-
nition delay times fairly well for the temperature range of 750K-870K and
an equivalence ratio of the methane-air mixture of φ=0.5.

Schiffner [84, 85] also investigated the performance of the LLNL and the
Chalmers mechanism in predicting the ignition of n-heptane-methane-
air mixture. He reported better performance of the Chalmers versus the
LLNL mechanism when predicting ignition delay times at low tempera-
ture levels.

The look-up table used in the present work for modeling auto-ignition,
had already been generated and incorporated successfully in AVL-Fire
in the previous work conducted at the Thermodynamics Institute by
Schiffner [84]. The cold flame and main flame ignition delay times as
well as the corresponding heat releases were evaluated by using the tem-
perature evolution, computed with the constant volume reactor model
by employing the Chalmers mechanism. The reactor calculations were
carried out for different temperatures, pressures, fuel-air equivalence ra-
tios and fuel fractions as ratios of n-heptane to total fuel mass (n-heptane
and methane). The evaluated ignition delay times and heat releases were
stored in the look-up table with respect to the aforementioned parame-
ters, leading to a 4D look-up table.

During the CFD calculation the ignition delay times in each computa-
tional cell are retrieved from the look-up table using the local mean un-
burned temperature T̃u, mean pressure p, mean equivalence ratio φ and
mean fuel fraction FF:

τAI = f (T̃u, p, φ
u,M
∣∣∣

u,M
, FF

u,M
∣∣∣

u,M
) (3.43)
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The mean fuel fraction employing the conditioning technique of the
ECFM3Z model is given as follows:

FF
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u,M
=

Ỹu,M
Fu2

∣∣∣
u,M

Ỹu,M
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∣∣∣
u,M
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u,M

=
ỸM

TFu2
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M

ỸM
TFu1

∣∣∣
M
+ ỸM

TFu2

∣∣∣
M

(3.44)

where ỸTFu1, ỸTFu2 are the tracer mass fractions of n-heptane and methane,
respectively. For predicting the location and the instance of ignition in
CFD a transport equation for an indicator species ỸI is solved:

∂(ρỸI)

∂t
+

∂(ρũjỸI)

∂xj
=

∂

∂xj
((

µt

Sct
+

µ

Sc
)

∂ỸI

∂xj
) + ρ˜̇ωI (3.45)

The source term ω̇I on the right-hand side of equation 3.45 is calculated
using the tabulated ignition delay times scaled by the local fuel mass frac-
tions: ˜̇ω I = CAI(ỸTFu1 + ỸTFu2)F(τAI) (3.46)

where τAI is the ignition delay time retrieved from the look-up table. The
model constant CAI is introduced for adjusting the simulations results
with the experimental ones. The function F(τAI) must fulfill the criterion
of ∫ τAI

0
F(t)dt = 1 (3.47)

This can be achieved by, for example, setting F (τAI) = 1/τAI. An exten-
sion of this formulation proposed by da Cruz [78] is used and adapted to
the investigated DF combustion:

F(τAI) =

√(
B2τ2

AI + 4(1− BτAI)
ỸI

ỸTFu1+ỸTFu2

)
τAI

(3.48)

If the indicator species YI in a computational cell fulfills the criterion of

ỸI ≥ (ỸTFu1 + ỸTFu2) (3.49)

then the main ignition delay time is reached and the fuel species are con-

sumed according to ω̇Fu,i = −ρu
ỸFu,i

τc
, where τc refers to the characteristic

chemical time scale . For modeling the cold flame ignition a second indi-
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cator species is transported according to equation 3.45, where the tabu-
lated cold flame ignition delays are retrieved and used for computing the
source term according to equation 3.46. In the case the cold flame ignition
occurs, the fuel consumption is limited to h1/hmax. The corresponding en-
thalpies are taken from the look-up table.

3.7 Premixed Flame Propagation Modeling

Following ignition, a flame kernel develops and the flame front propa-
gates in the mixture of n-heptane-methane-air or rather methane-air as
the combustion proceeds. The turbulent reaction rate of the fuel is calcu-
lated using the flame surface density model as follows:

ω̇Fu1 = ρuỸTFu1sLΣ

ω̇Fu2 = ρuỸTFu2sLΣ
(3.50)

where ρu is the unburned gas density, Σ is the flame surface density from
equation 3.34, and YTFu1 and YTFu2 are n-heptane and methane tracer mass
fractions. The ECFM3Z model requires a start value for the initial flame
surface density following the onset of ignition. For setting the initial flame
surface density the approach introduced by Colin et. al. [71] and adapted
by Belaid Saleh [75] in context of DF applications is used:

Σini = C× |∇c̃| ×
(

1 +

√
k

ũ

)
(3.51)

It is based on the gradient of the progress variable c̃ and considers the in-
fluence of turbulence wrinkling using the ratio of turbulent kinetic energy
k and the mean velocity ũ on the regime transition from auto-ignition to
flame front propagation. The constant C can be seen as an adjustment for
regime transition and can take values between 0 and 1.

The unstrained laminar flame velocity sL is still to be evaluated. The
mixture of n-heptane and methane must be considered in the zones,
where both fuels exist. Experimental studies conducted by Li [86] re-
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vealed a linear behavior of laminar flame speed with respect to the fuel
mixture ratio ϕ defined as

ϕ =
XC7H16

XC7H16 + XCH4
(3.52)

where Xi as the mole fractions of the fuels. Thus, the influence of the
fuel mixture ratio on laminar flame speed during CFD calculation is con-
sidered by linear interpolation of the laminar flame speeds of n-heptane
(sLC7H16) and methane (sLCH4) according to [87]:

sLDF = sLC7H16 ϕ + sLCH4 (1− ϕ) (3.53)

In the present work, the unstretched laminar flame speed of n-heptane
was calculated by using the Chalmers mechanism and that of methane
by using the Gri 3.0 mechanism in Cantera. The calculated flame speeds
for n-heptane and methane were tabulated in two look-up tables with
respect to temperature, pressure and fuel-air equivalence ratio, leading
to two 3D look-up tables. During CFD calculation, each flame speed is
retrieved from the corresponding table, depending on the local mean un-
burned temperature, pressure, and conditioned unburned equivalence ra-
tio:

sL = f
(

T̃u, p, φ
u,M
∣∣∣

u,M

)
(3.54)

The flame speed in each computational cell in CFD is then computed by
using equation 3.53. The introduced look-up tables for auto-ignition delay
times and laminar flame speeds are used for simulating two operation
points in the context of the ECFM3Z model.

3.8 Setup of the Simulation

In this work, the DF test engine of MAN was simulated. The engine spec-
ifications are presented in Table 3.2. The intake stroke during opened in-
let valves was not simulated. The simulations included the combustion
and expansion stroke with closed valves as well as the exhaust stroke as
the exhaust valves were open. The corresponding domains are illustrated
in Figure 3.5. On the left upper side of the figure, the sketch of the en-
gine during the closed valves is depicted, which was meshed and used
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Table 3.2: Engine specifications of the MAN test engine

Parameter Value

Bore x stroke 35 cm x 44 cm

Compression ratio 12

Exhaust valve opening/closing 499 ◦CA / 754 ◦CA

Injector Nozzle diameter 0.16 mm

Number of nozzle holes 5

Engine speed 750 r/min

Pilot injector offset from center (∆x,∆z) (-3.9 cm,-3.9 cm)

for computations from 320 ◦CA up to 499 ◦CA. On the lower left side
of the figure, the sketch of the engine with exhaust manifolds is shown,
which was meshed and used during the exhaust stroke as the exhaust
valves are open. It is to be noted that the crank angles are given in ab-
solute values with 360 ◦CA referring to the top dead center with closed
valves. The domains (with closed valves and with opened exhaust valves)
were meshed using polyhedral cells in AVL-Fire, as shown in Figure 3.6
for the computed domain during the opened exhaust valves. The cell size
on the walls (surface cells) was set to 1 mm and the volume cells were
2 mm wide. The grid cells in crevice regions as well as at exhaust valve
seat were refined. The calculations were initialized at 320 ◦CA during the
compression stroke. The initial methane-air mixture fraction as well as
initial turbulence field in the chamber were assumed to be homogeneous.
The corresponding initial turbulent kinetics energy kini and dissipation
rate εini were taken from MAN’s cold flow simulations. Two operation
points were simulated. The initial conditions are presented in Table 3.3.
N-heptane was taken as the diesel surrogate. The onset of the ignition has
been adjusted to the experimental results using the pre-factor introduced
in equation 3.46. In addition, the model constant α0 of the ECFM3Z model
described in table 3.1 was adjusted to reproduce the experimental heat re-
lease rates.

For spray calculation the liquid phase was treated as a large number of
discrete computational parcels, spread over the flow domain according
to Dukowicz’s Discrete Droplet Method (DDM) [88]. In this approach,
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Figure 3.5: Simulated domain during the combustion and expansion stroke with closed
valves up to 499 ◦CA (upper left) an that during the exhaust stroke (lower
left); Cross sectional views in z direction (right)

each computational parcel represents a finite number of droplets of iden-
tical properties in terns of their location, diameter, velocity and temper-
ature. The subsequent evolution of the properties of droplets are tracked
through the continuous flow field by solving ordinary differential equa-
tions for their momentum as well as heat and mass transfer. The droplets
are tracked in a Lagrangian way. The the two-way coupling between the
statistical parcels with the continuous gas phase is taken into account in
a Lagrange-Euler framework [89]. The amount of fuel injected and the
corresponding injection rates were acquired from measurements. The at-
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3.8 Setup of the Simulation

Figure 3.6: Computational mesh of the engine and exhaust manifolds during the exhaust
stroke

Table 3.3: Simulation cases specifications

- case FL case PL

Mean effective pressure MEP (bar) 14.95 8.01

φCH4−air (-) 0.5464 0.5184

Injected pilot diesel volume (mm3) 38.5 52.5

start of injection SOI (◦CA) 327 327

injection period (ms) 1.0 1.28

ratio of n-heptane to methane mass 0.01 0.0214

Temperature Tini (K) 583 578

Pressure pini (bar) 18.58 12.138

Turbulent kinetics energy kini (m2/s2) 25 25

Turbulent dissipation rate εini(m2/s3) 10000 10000

omization of the spray was modeled using the WAVE break up model
of Reitz [90]. Further information can be found in [91]. The Dukowicz
model [92] was chosen for evaporation and the corresponding heat and
mass transfer.
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3.9 Results of the Combustion Simulations

This section presents the simulation results for cases FL and PL. Figure 3.7
shows the spatial distribution of the equivalence ratio φ and combustion
progress variable c at 355 ◦CA for case PL in different views. The asym-
metrical distribution of injected fuel was due to the eccentrical position
of the pilot injector. From the evolution of the progress variable it can be
seen that the ignition and the flame front initiation started in the zones
of high equivalence ratios where n-heptane existed. Figure 3.8 shows the
mean temperature and mean heat release rate evolution over the crank
angle for the two cases. The experimental results were determined indi-
rectly through pressure measurements. The turbulent stretch factor α0 in
the combustion model was set to 1.6 for both cases. The ignition prefactors
in equation 3.46 were set to 1.1 and 1.4 for case FL and case PL, respec-
tively. The maximum heat release rate in case PL is accurately predicted.
However, the center of heat release is slightly delayed with respect to the
experiment. The predicted maximum mean temperature is around 70 K
higher than the experiment. In case FL, the simulated maximum of heat
release rate is underestimated compared to experiment.
Despite the slightly deviations with the experimental results, the adapted
ECFM3Z model with the tabulated auto-ignition delay times and lami-
nar flame speeds delivers satisfactory results, which can be used for the
further calculation of the emissions described in chapter 5.
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Figure 3.7: Spatial distribution of the equivalence ratio φ and combustion progress vari-
able c̃ at 355 ◦CA for case PL on the cut surfaces through the simulated do-
main with closed valves sketched in the upper left part of figure 3.5; upper
part: cut surface perpendicular to the z axis through the center point (0, 0, 0);
lower part: cut surface perpendicular to the y axis through the point (0, -0.02
m, 0)
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Figure 3.8: Measured and simulated mean temperature (left) and rate of heat release rate
(right)
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4 Modeling of Pollutant Formation and
Conversion

The kinetics calculations conducted in Section 2.2 showed that high levels
of NO2 are reached when unburned CH4, which has survived bulk com-
bustion, is mixed and diluted with the product gas containing NO and
excess O2. Depending on the mixture composition and temperature, the
remained unburned CH4 can undergo further oxidation, which is termed
as post-oxidation. It was shown that the post-oxidation of CH4 is accom-
panied by NO2 formation, which varies depending on temperature and
mixture composition.

To predict the NO2 formation in CFD, an accurate prediction of NO
mass fractions as well as unburned CH4, which survives bulk combus-
tion are required. In Section 4.1 the mechanisms of NO formation and
the employed approach for the NO modeling in CFD are described. Sec-
tion 4.2 concerns the modeling of unburned CH4, which survived bulk
combustion. One approach for computing the post-oxidation of the un-
burned CH4 in CFD, would be to couple a detailed kinetic mechanism
with CFD calculations, which is not an efficient approach. To compute
the post-oxidation efficiently, a low order model based on the tabula-
tion method is proposed in this work, which is described in Section 4.3.
Post-oxidation of CH4 is accompanied by CO formation as well as NO
to NO2 conversion as depicted in Section 2.2. The proposed look-up ta-
ble method is also utilized for predicting the conversion of NO to NO2
and vice versa as well as CO formation and conversion, which are also
described in Section 4.3. This approach is based on computing the con-
version rates through simulations using the homogeneous reactor model
in Cantera. The Rasmussen, Sivaramakrishnan and Gri 3.0 kinetic mech-
anisms were employed for reactor calculations. The calculated conver-
sion rates were stored among others with respect to appropriate progress
variables, which are described in Section 4.3. Three look-up tables corre-
sponding to the aforementioned kinetic mechanisms were generated. The
a priori generated look-up tables were then used in the CFD calculations.
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4.1 Modeling NO Formation

In general, three main sources are responsible for NO formation:

• Thermal NO as a result of the dissociation of N2 in the air [93, 94];

• Prompt NO, also known as Fenimore NO, formed by the interaction
between fuel and the N2 component of air [93];

• NO formed from the nitrogen containing components available in
the fuel.

The last NO source is negligible for the investigated lean diesel-NG DF
engine, due to the low amounts of fuel-bond nitrogen (FBN) in diesel as
well as small amounts of injected diesel. The mechanism of prompt NO
formation, also known as the Fenimore mechanism [95], is important at
low temperatures (below 1000 K), for fuel-rich mixtures and short resi-
dence times [95]. For the investigated DF engine with a small amount of
diesel diluted in the lean background mixture of NG-air, the Fenimore
mechanism is negligible. As reported by various authors, the proportion
of produced Fenimore NO is smaller than < 5 %, and thus, it plays no
dominant role compared with thermal NO formation [22, 96]. In the con-
sidered engine application, NO formation is mainly driven in the burned
gases by temperature levels of T >1800 K. The temperature of earlier
burned gases rises due to the pressure rise during the progressing com-
bustion. Higher residence times at higher temperature levels as well as
excess oxygen augments the final NO concentration. This thermal NO
formation is the dominant mechanism. The so-called extended Zeldovich
mechanism models thermal NO formation through the following reaction
paths:

N2 + O
k f−−⇀↽−−
kb

NO + N

N + O2

k f−−⇀↽−−
kb

NO + O

N + OH
k f−−⇀↽−−
kb

NO + H

(4.1)

The first reaction is the rate-limiting step, as the decomposition of the
stable triple bond of molecular nitrogen requires a high activation energy.
Accordingly, this reaction rate and thus NO formation is significant only
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4.1 Modeling NO Formation

at high temperatures. Using the reactions in 4.1, the production rate of NO
(ω̇NO) can be formulated in terms of the law of mass action as follows:

ω̇NO =MNO(k1 f cOcN2 + k2 f cNcO2 + k3 f cNcOH

− k1bcNOcN − k2bcNOcO − k3bcNOcH)
(4.2)

where ci is the concentration of the species and MNO is the molar mass
of NO. Equation 4.2 requires the radical concentrations of O, H, OH,
and N in addition to O2 and N2. One strategy for their prediction is
detailed kinetic calculations. However, employing the complex kinetic
mechanisms for 3D turbulent engine flows is impractical. This problem
can be overcome by calculating the radicals concentrations in their equi-
librium states. The assumption can be justified, since the NO formation
rate is much slower than the fuel oxidation rate, so that the thermal NO
formation in the post-flame zone dominates.

In the context of the ECFM3Z model, the radical concentrations are cal-
culated using the following equilibrium reactions [97]:

N2 −−⇀↽−− 2N

O2 −−⇀↽−− 2O

H2 −−⇀↽−− 2H

O2 + H2 −−⇀↽−− 2OH

O2 + 2H2O −−⇀↽−− 4OH

(4.3)

The equilibrium constant for each reaction is calculated using

Kr
eq = exp(Ar ln TA + Br/TA + Cr + DrTA + ErT2

A) (4.4)

where TA = T/1000[K] and Ar to Er are constants for each reaction r.
An equation system is solved by employing the Newton-Raphson itera-
tion method to predict eight species concentrations in equilibrium reac-
tion steps 4.3. The equation system includes five equations from the equi-
librium reaction steps 4.3. Additionally, three equations are required in
order to calculate these eight concentrations. These equations are the ele-
ment conversation relations of O, H, and N atoms. The equation system
is solved for the burned gas temperature and burned gas mass fractions
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according to the conditional averaged method in the ECFM3Z model as
described in the previous chapter.

The NO formation rate’s dependency on temperature is highly
non-linear. Thus, using the time-averaged temperature for non-
premixed/partially premixed diesel combustion leads to inaccurate pre-
dictions of the NO formation rate. The effect of turbulent fluctuations on
the NO formation rate can be taken into account by employing the proba-
bility density function (PDF) technique [98]. The mean turbulent NO for-
mation rate can be formulated as follows:

ω̇NO =
∫

ω̇NO (T) P (T) dT (4.5)

where ω̇NO is the mean turbulent rate of NO production, ω̇NO refers to the
instantaneous NO formation rate from equation 4.2, and P(T) refers to the
PDF of the normalized temperature. It is assumed that a second-moment
beta function is a suitable shape for the PDF, which is characterized by
two parameters α and β. These values depend on the mean value of the
temperature from combustion and its variance σ2 as the measure for the
temperature fluctuations, which is determined by solving the transport
equation:

∂(ρσ2)

∂t
+

∂

∂xj
(ρujσ2) =

∂

∂xj
(

µt

σt

∂σ2

∂xj
) + Cgµt (

∂T
∂xj

)2− Cdρ
ε

k
σ2 (4.6)

where σt , Cg, and C are model constants with values of 0.85, 2.86 and
2.0, respectively. Further details regarding the implementation of the beta
PDF model can be found in [99].

4.2 Modeling Unburned CH4

There are several sources for the engine-out unburned hydrocarbon emis-
sions [2]:

• Flame-wall quenching

• Combustion chamber crevice volumes

• Absorption and desorption of fuel in the oil film

• Exhaust leakage
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Figure 4.1: Concept of the head-on quenching model proposed by Boust et. al. [100]

In the present work, the first two sources were considered and are now
discussed.

The flame-wall quenching is the result of flame heat loss as it ap-
proaches engine walls. Boust et al. [100] proposed the so-called thermal
approach for the flame-wall interaction in the case of head-on quenching,
meaning that the flame approaches the wall perpendicularly. The model
depends strongly on the unburned mixture temperature profile normal to
the wall. The concept of the thermal quenching is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
Considering the control volume, which consists of the reaction zone and
preheat zone, the heat release rate in stoichiometric or lean mixtures due
to combustion q̇Σ = ρusLYFuHU is distributed between the thermal energy
in the reaction zone ρusLcp(TF − Tu) and the thermal energy exchanged
with the unburned mixture q̇u. ρu refers to the density of the unburned
mixture, YFu and HU correspond to the fuel mass fraction and the fuel
lower heating value, respectively. TF and Tu refer to the flame temper-
ature and the temperature of the unburned mixture, respectively. When
the quenching occurs, the heat loss at the wall q̇w equals the heat transfer
from the reaction zone into the unburned mixture q̇u:

q̇w = q̇u (4.7)
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According to the thermal model, the temperature profile in the quenched
mixture rises linearly from the wall temperature Tw upto the flame tem-
perature TF, implying that the heat flux inside the quenched zone remains
constant, leading to:

λ
∂T
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= λ
∂T
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=δQ

(4.8)

Thus q̇w, due to conductive heat flux in the unburned quenched mixture
can be formulated as follows:

q̇w =
λQ(TF − TW)

δQ
(4.9)

where λQ refers to the thermal conductivity in the quenched mixture and
δQ refers to the quench distance.

In order to predict the maximum q̇W in the context of URANS simu-
lations small time steps are required, which lead to high computational
time. In order to overcome this problem, a dimensionless wall heat flux
ϕQ is introduced:

ϕQ =
q̇w

q̇Σ
(4.10)

which defines the maximum wall heat flux normalized to the flame power
q̇Σ = ρusLYFuHU. Thus the equation 4.9 can be rewritten as

δQ =
λQ
(
TF − TW

)
ϕQYFuHUsLρu

(4.11)

The measurements of Labuda et al. [101] resulted in ϕQ=0.2 for pressures
varied between 2 and 15 MPa. Sotten et al. [102] suggested ϕQ= 0.2 to 0.3
for pressures upto 1.7 MPa. Vosen et al. suggested ϕQ= 0.3 to 0.35 [103]
and Lu et al. proposed ϕQ=0.3 to 0.4 [104] for atmospheric pressures.

In the present work, equation 4.11 was implemented in AVL-Fire. The
implementation was conducted according to Kuppa’s work concerning
the numerical modeling of quenching in gas engines [57]. The dimen-
sionless number ϕQ was set to 0.2 according to the measurements con-
ducted by Labuda et al. [101]. It is assumed that the quenching can oc-
cur when the combustion progress variable c̃ defined in equation 3.36 be-
comes higher than 0.1 in the wall boundary cell (c̃ > 0.1). As soon as the
criterion c̃ > 0.1 in a wall boundary cell is fulfilled, equation 4.11 is eval-
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4.2 Modeling Unburned CH4

uated for the respective cell. This assumption is corrected depending on
the calculated quench distance, which is described in the following. The
gas properties, namely λQ, ρu and sL in the quenched layer are evaluated
at the unburned fresh gas temperature Tu in the context of the ECFM3Z
model described previously. TF refers to the temperature in the cell center.
YFu and HU refer to the mass fraction of CH4 and it’s lower heating value
equals to 5.107 J/kg. It is assumed that the wall boundary cell contains
only methane and air.

Following the calculation of the quench distance, the local mass fraction
of the quenched mixture in each computational cell is evaluated by using

YQ = (ρu · δQ)/(ρ · 2∆X) (4.12)

where ∆X is the distance of the cell center to its wall boundary and ρ is
the cell center density. In the next step, the unburned CH4 mass fraction
due to quenching is calculated using

YCH4,Q = YQ ·YTCH4 (4.13)

YTCH4 refers to the mass fraction of tracer fuel methane. By assuming only
methane exists as fuel in the wall boundary cell, equation 4.13 can be re-
lated to the progress variable from equation 3.36:

YQ = 1− c (4.14)

If YQ < (1− c), the assumption for quenching is not fulfilled and thus the
previous procedure is repeated for the next time step until the criterion
YQ ≥ (1− c) is achieved. Following this, the scalar variables YTCH4,Q and
YCH4,Q are initialized with the unburned CH4 mass fraction from equation
4.13 in each cell and transported by

∂ρỸ
∂t

+
∂ρũiỸ

∂xi
=

∂

∂xi

((
µ

Sc
+

µt

Sct

)
∂Ỹ
∂xi

)
+ ρ ˜̇ω (4.15)

YTCH4,Q is defined as the tracer of the unburned CH4 for which the source
term ω̇ equals zero, whereas YCH4,Q can undergo post-oxidation. The
source term ω̇, as the oxidation source term, is evaluated using the look-
up tables discussed in Section 4.3.
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The crevices are another source of unburned hydrocarbon emissions [3].
Crevices are narrow regions into which the flame can not propagate due
to the high heat losses to the walls [105]. During combustion and pressure
rise in the cylinder, the unburned mixture flows into the crevice volumes.
During the expansion when the pressure in the cylinder drops, the com-
pressed charge in the crevice volume flows back into the cylinder.

In this thesis, the crevice regions were included in the computational
mesh. The transport scalars YTCH4,Q and YCH4,Q are initialized in these
regions with the available CH4 when the cylinder mean pressure starts
falling. These are then transported according to equation 4.15 and can un-
dergo post-oxidation, if the temperature is high enough.

4.3 Tabulation Method for Predicting CH4 Post-oxidation, NO2

and CO Formation and Conversion

The unburned CH4 described in the previous section can undergo post-
oxidation. The post-oxidation of CH4 is accompanied by CO formation
and the conversion of NO to NO2. Employing detailed kinetic mecha-
nisms for predicting post-oxidation of unburned CH4, and CO, and NO2
evolution in the 3D CFD calculations is highly time consuming. An effi-
cient approach for modeling the aforementioned species evolution in CFD
is proposed in this thesis based on the tabulation method. The idea of tab-
ulated chemistry for predicting the combustion has been thoroughly de-
veloped and studied. For instance, the so-called intrinsic low-dimensional
manifolds (ILDM) developed by Mass et. al. [106] parameterizes the com-
position of the reactive mixture along a small number of coordinates,
which are stored in a look-up table for use in CFD calculations. Another
approach for modeling combustion using look-up tables is the so-called
FPI method (flame prolongation of ILDM) proposed in [107], which ex-
tends the feasibility of the ILDM method to the low temperature lev-
els. In another study, Dulbecco [108] employed the tabulation method
for modeling ignition and combustion in a diesel homogeneous charge
compression ignition engine (HCCI). The species change rates were cal-
culated using the 0D homogeneous constant volume reactor model and
stored in a look-up table. According to the author’s knowledge, however,
the present tabulation method is a new approach, particularly for pre-
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Figure 4.2: Evolution of CH4 ( ), CO ( ), NO ( ) and NO2 ( ) computed
in homogeneous reactor employing the Rasmussen kinetic mechanism; Ini-
tial conditions: YTCH4,Q=0.0005, YTNO=0.0005, YOH=5.e-6 in flue gas following
methane-air combustion with φ=0.5, T=1300 K, p=20 bar

dicting NO2 formation and conversion. In the present approach, the con-
version rates of so-called progress variables, corresponding to CH4, NO2
and CO mass fractions were computed through simulations with the 0D
homogeneous reactor model in Cantera. The Rasmussen, Sivaramakrish-
nan and Gri 3.0 kinetic mechanisms were employed for reactor calcula-
tions. The computed conversion rates were stored with respect to the cor-
responding progress variables among others. Three look-up tables cor-
responding to the aforementioned kinetic mechanisms were generated.
During the CFD calculations, the conversion rates were retrieved from
the look-up tables for each computational cell. Each computational cell
was considered as the homogeneous reactor. The mass fractions of un-
burned CH4 tracer (YTCH4,Q) due to quenching and from crevices as well
as NO tracer mass fraction (YTNO) varies in each computational cell. YTNO

refers to mass fraction of tracer NO produced exclusively during com-
bustion as described in Section 4.1 and does not include the possible NO
to NO2 conversion. YTCH4,Q and YTNO were used for defining appropri-
ate progress variables. Using the homogeneous reactor model in Can-
ter, referring to a single computational cell with the following arbitrary
initial conditions, the proposed look-up table approach is described in
the following. The initial mixture compositions are set to YTCH4,Q=0.0005,
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YTNO=0.0005, YOH=5.e-6. The burned gas mass fraction in the cell corre-
sponds to the main products mass fractions following methane-air com-
bustion with φ=0.5 (YO2=0.1127). Initial temperature and pressure equal
T=1300 K and p=20 bar. The species evolution of CH4, CO, NO and NO2
over time are calculated using the homogeneous reactor model in Cantera
employing the kinetic mechanism of Rasmussen and plotted in Figure 4.2.

The species evolution can be expressed by defining appropriate
progress variables. For CH4 post-oxidation the dimensionless progress
variable PVCH4 is defined as

PVCH4 = 1− YCH4,Q(t)
YTCH4,Q

(4.16)

where YTCH4,Q is unburned CH4 tracer and YCH4,Q is unburned CH4 under-
going post-oxidation. YTCH4,Q can vary locally in CFD. The change rate of
PVCH4 is coupled with that of CH4 and given as:

dPVCH4

dt
= ω̇PVCH4 = −

1
YTCH4,Q

dYCH4,Q

dt
(4.17)

Like CH4 post-oxidation, NO conversion to NO2 can be tracked along an
appropriate progress variable. PVNO→NO2 describes the time- dependent
NO2 mass fraction during NO2 production normalized with the mass
fraction YTNO:

PVNO→NO2 =
MNO

MNO2

YNO2(t)
YTNO

(4.18)

where MNO and MNO2 are the molar masses of the species NO and NO2,
respectively. YTNO refers to the NO tracer mass fraction predicted exclu-
sively during combustion described in Section 4.1 and can vary locally in
CFD. This term does not include the NO to NO2 conversion. The change
rate is given as follows:

dPVNO→NO2

dt
= ω̇PVNO→NO2 =

MNO

MNO2YTNO

dYNO2

dt
(4.19)
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In addition, the CO production can be traced along the progress variable
PVCO,pro defined using

PVCO,pro =
MCH4

MCO

YCO(t)
YTCH4,Q

(4.20)

with the change rate

dPVCO,pro

dt
= ω̇PVCO,pro =

MCH4

MCOYTCH4,Q

dYCO

dt
(4.21)

where MCH4 and MCO refer to the molar masses of CH4 and CO. As can be
seen in Figure 4.2, depending on the mixture composition and the temper-
ature/pressure, NO2 reaches a certain maximum value YNO2,max at a certain
time and starts converting back to NO as time progresses. The conversion
of NO2 back to NO can be tracked along the progress variable PVNO2→NO

defined as

PVNO2→NO = 1− YNO2(t)
YNO2,max

(4.22)

with the change rate

dPVNO2→NO

dt
= ω̇PVNO2→NO = − 1

YNO2,max

dYNO2

dt
(4.23)

where YNO2,max corresponds to the maximum NO2 mass fraction. In anal-
ogy with NO2, the CO mass fraction reaches its maximum value YCOmax at
a certain time and starts falling as time progresses. The CO mass fraction
reduction can be tracked along the progress variable PVCO,cons defined by

PVCO,cons = 1− YCO(t)
YCOmax

(4.24)

with a change rate that equals to

dPVCO,cons

dt
= ω̇PVCO,cons = −

1
YCOmax

dYCO

dt
(4.25)

where YCOmax refers to the maximum CO mass fraction. The defined
progress variables aim to define dimensionless variables, along which
the species evolution can be tracked. Figure 4.3 shows the above-defined
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progress variables together with their change rates for the case illustrated
in Figure 4.2. The upper left part of the figure shows the time evolution

Figure 4.3: Evolution of progress variables and their change rates related to CH4 oxi-
dation ( ), CO production ( ), NO to NO2 conversion ( ), CO
consumption( ) and NO2 to NO conversion ( ) over time; Initial
conditions according to Figure 4.2

of the progress variables. PVCH4 reaches one as the CH4 oxidation is com-
pleted. PVCO,pro as well as PVNO→NO2 rise with time. They track the CO
production as well as NO to NO2 conversion, respectively. When CO and
NO2 reach their maximum, PVCO,cons as well as PVNO2→NO are initialized,
which track the CO consumption and NO2 to NO conversion, respec-
tively. The change rates of the progress variables over time are plotted
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in the upper right part of the figure. Finally, the lower part of the figure
illustrates the change rates of the progress variables over the correspond-
ing progress variables.

The basic idea behind the look-up table method is to compute the
progress variables’ change rates ω̇PVCH4, ω̇PVNO→NO2, ω̇PVCO,pro , ω̇PVNO2→NO

and ω̇PVCO,cons in the homogeneous reactor in Cantera and to tabulate them
among others with respect to the progress variables PVCH4, PVNO→NO2,
PVCO,pro, PVNO2→NO, and PVCO,cons, respectively. The discretizing of the
progress variables (PVs) was performed with a step size of 0.01 for 0≤ PV
≤ 0.1, followed by a step size of 0.05 for 0.1 < PV ≤ 1. The transitions of
PVNO→NO2 to PVNO2→NO and PVCO,pro to PVCO,cons, where NO2 /CO evolu-
tion starts to decrease, were determined by cut-off values PVNO→NO2 and
PVCO,pro. From Figure 4.2, for instance, it can be seen that the NO2 mass
fraction starts decreasing as PVNO→NO2 reaches 0.38, which can vary for
different initial conditions. In the case of CO, oxidation occurs at PVCO,pro

=0.72, which can also vary for different initial conditions.
The above-defined progress variables’ change rates were computed in

the homogeneous reactor in Cantera covering the occurring ranges of
temperatures, pressures and initial compositions. The Rasmussen, Sivara-
makrishnan and Gri 3.0 kinetic mechanisms were employed for the cal-
culations. The initial CH4 and NO mass fractions for reactor calculations
spanned a range between 0.00 and 0.004 with a step size of 0.0002. Thus,
the CH4 oxidation in the absence of NO as well as NO to NO2 conver-
sion in the absence of CH4 were also considered. The mass fractions of
OH were set to 0, 10.E-6, and 100.0E-6. The mass fractions of O2 and the
other species were taken constant for all reactors calculations, namely
YO2=0.1127, YCO2=0.0778, YH2O=0.0636, and YN2=0.745. These mass frac-
tions correspond to the mass fractions of the main products following
methane-air combustion with φ = 0.5. The upper temperature limit of the
table was set to T=1700 K, above which the NO2 formation is suppressed.
In addition the lower temperature limit was set to T=800 K, below which
the CH4 oxidation and thus the NO2 formation are very low during the
residence time relevant for the engines. The pressure as another dimen-
sion of the tables was set to p=1,5,10,20,40,60 and 100 bar.

The computed ω̇PVCH4, ω̇PVNO→NO2, ω̇PVCO,pro , ω̇PVNO2→NO , and ω̇PVCO,cons

were tabulated with respect to the above-mentioned temperatures, pres-
sures, YCH4, YNO, YOH, and the corresponding discretized PVs. Thus, three
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6D look-up tables for conversion rates, corresponding to the Rasmussen,
Sivaramkrishnan and Gri 3.0 kinetic mechanisms, were generated.

The transition point of PVNO→NO2 to PVNO2→NO corresponding to the
turning point of NO2 evolution as well as PVCO,pro transition to PVCO,cons

related to the turning point of CO evolution were defined by using cut-
off values. These cut-off values correspond to PVNO→NO2 and PVCO,pro,
for which NO2 or CO starts to fall. They were stored for the aforemen-
tioned temperatures, pressures, YCH4, YNO, and YOH for each aforemen-
tioned mechanism, leading to three 5D look-up tables of the cut-off val-
ues.

The feasibility of the tabulation method are studied as follows: In Fig-
ure 4.4 the species evolutions employing the detailed kinetic mechanism
of Rasmussen are compared with those predicted using the look-up table
generated with the kinetic mechanism of Rasmussen. The generic case is
a reactor experiencing a temperature and pressure drop resembling the
expansion stroke of an engine. The temperature and pressure evolution
are given in the upper part of the figure. The mixture of CH4-NO-OH
and the main product gas following CH4-air combustion with φ=0.5 is
initialized at different times and thus under different temperatures and
pressures during the expansion. Depending on the instance of initializa-
tion, the extent of NO2 formation varies. Comparing the results of the
detailed kinetics with those achieved using the look-up table, it can be
seen that the tabulation method can reproduce the detailed kinetics cal-
culations fairly well. The calculation of CH4 post-oxidation, NO to NO2
conversion, and CO production using the tabulation method is conducted
through the explicit integration of the following equations:

dYCH4,Q(t)
dt

= −ω̇PVCH4YTCH4,Q

dYNO2(t)
dt

= ω̇PVNO→NO2

MNO2YTNO

MNO
dYCO(t)

dt
= ω̇PVCO,pro

MCOYTCH4,Q

MCH4
dYNO(t)

dt
= −dYNO2(t)

dt
MNO

MNO2

(4.26)

ω̇PVCH4, ω̇PVNO→NO2, and ω̇PVCO,pro are evaluated through the linear interpo-
lation of conversion rates stored in the look-up table at the corresponding
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Figure 4.4: Effect of mixing temperature/pressure on CH4 ( ), CO ( ),
NO2( ) and NO ( ) evolution predicted using the detailed kinetic
mechanism ( ) and tabulation method ( ); Initial mixture composi-
tion according to Figure 4.2

temperature, pressure, YTCH4,Q, YTNO, YOH and PVs. At each time step,
PVCH4, PVNO→NO2, and PVCO,pro are updated according to equations 4.16,
4.18, and 4.20. In addition, at each time step, PVNO→NO2 and PVCO,pro cut-
off values are retrieved from the 5D cut-off table through the linear in-
terpolation of the table values at the corresponding temperature, pres-
sure, YTCH4,Q, YTNO, and YOH. When PVNO→NO2 or PVCO,pro evaluated from
equations 4.18 and 4.20 exceeds the tabulated cut-off values, the corre-
sponding species start falling. In this case, the change rates of NO2 or CO
are not longer calculated using equation 4.26. The NO2 conversion back
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to NO as well as CO oxidation to CO2 are then calculated through the
explicit integration of

dYNO2(t)
dt

= −ω̇PVNO2→NOYNO2,max

dYCO(t)
dt

= −ω̇PVCO,consYCOmax

(4.27)

where YNO2,max and YCOmax are the mass fractions of NO2 and CO calculated
from equations 4.26 at the instant of transition.

In the present study, for each kinetic mechanism, namely for the Ras-
mussen, Sivaramakrishnan and Gri 3.0 kinetic mechanisms, two look-up
tables were generated, namely one for the conversion rates corresponding
to CH4 post-oxidation as well as CO and NO2 formation/consumption
rates and one table for the cut-off values, at which the produced NO2 and
CO species start converting to NO and CO2, respectively.

The procedure for predicting CH4 post-oxidation, NO2, NO, and CO
evolution in the context of the CFD simulation in each computational cell
by using the look-up tables corresponding to each kinetic mechanism is
the same as that described for the generic case. At each time step and for
each computational cell, the tabulated conversion rates corresponding to
each kinetic mechanism were retrieved from the corresponding look-up
table depending on the cell’s temperature, pressure, YTCH4,Q, YTNO, and
YOH and corresponding PVs. In addition, the tabulated cut-off values cor-
responding to each kinetic mechanism were retrieved with respect to the
cell’s temperature, pressure, YTCH4,Q, YTNO, and YOH. YTNO and YOH are
the mass fractions of NO and OH predicted in the framework of ECFM3Z
model and described in Section 4.1.

The a priori generated look up tables are used in CFD calculations for
predicting the pollutants formation and conversion for the two operation
points FL and PL presented in Section 3.9. The results are discussed in the
next section.
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5 Results of the Pollutant Formation
and Conversion Simulations

In this chapter the simulated unburned CH4 mass fractions without and
with post-oxidation and the CO, NO and NO2 mass fractions in the en-
gine and in the exhaust duct are presented. The left part of the Figure
5.1 presents a sketch of the simulated engine with the exhaust manifold
and the location, where the time-dependent and area-averaged species
mass fractions exiting the engine were evaluated in CFD. The right part
of Figure 5.1 depicts the exhaust duct and the measurement points of the
species mass fractions, namely FTIR-HP and further downstream in the
exhaust duct FTIR-LP.

In Section 5.1, the spatial distribution and time evolution of unburned
CH4 with and without post-oxidation, CO, NO, and NO2 mass fractions
in the engine for FL and PL operation points, validated regarding com-
bustion in Section 3.9, are presented. These mass fractions are computed
by employing look-up tables generated with the kinetic mechanisms of
Rasmussen, Sivaramakrishnan and Gri 3.0 described in Section 4.3.

Figure 5.1: Sketch of the engine simulated in CFD (left) and the exhaust duct (right)
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Using the time-dependent and area-averaged species mass fractions
close to the engine exit, the evolution of the species up to FTIR-HP mea-
suring point for the two cases FL and PL are evaluated and compared
with the measurements in Section 5.2. This is achieved by using homoge-
neous reactor calculations in Cantera.

In Section 5.3, the species evolution from the FTIR-HP up to the FTIR-
LP measuring point, are calculated for FL, PL and several other operation
points by using homogeneous reactors in Cantera. Thus, the effect of high
residence times in the exhaust duct on NO2 formation and the perfor-
mance of different kinetic mechanisms in reproducing the measurements
are studied.

5.1 In-Cylinder Pollutant Formation and Conversion

In this section, the spatial distributions and time evolution of the un-
burned CH4, CO, NO and NO2 mass fractions in the engine for full
load (FL) and partial load (PL) operation points are presented. Figure 5.2
shows the evolution of averaged YTCH4,Q as well as YCH4,Q for case FL over
the crank angle. The crank angle axis spans the start of the simulation
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Figure 5.2: Evolution of the unburned CH4 tracer YTCH4,Q ( ) and YCH4,Q ( )
undergoing post-oxidation for case FL computed by using the look-up tables
generated with the kinetic mechanisms of Rasmussen ( ), Sivaramakr-
ishnan ( ) and Gri 3.0 ( )

until the exhaust valves open at 499 ◦CA. YTCH4,Q refers to the quenched
CH4 on walls and CH4 trapped in crevice regions without post-oxidation,
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5.1 In-Cylinder Pollutant Formation and Conversion

whereas YCH4,Q takes the post-oxidation of the unburned CH4 by using
the look-up tables into account as well. The post-oxidation was computed
using the look-up tables generated by employing the Rasmussen, Sivara-
makrishnan and Gri 3.0 kinetic mechanisms, described in Section 4.3. At

Figure 5.3: Distribution of YTCH4,Q and YCH4,Q computed by using the look-up table gen-
erated with the kinetic mechanism of Rasmussen (upper part); distribution
of combustion progress variable c̃ and temperature (lower part); at 375◦CA
for case FL on the cut surface perpendicular to the z axis through the center
point (0, 0, 0) according to the upper part of figure 3.5

the earlier crank angles the scalars YTCH4,Q and YCH4,Q refer merely to the
quenched CH4 mass fractions according to flame-wall quenching as the
flame front approaches the wall (c̃ > 0.1). Figure 5.3 shows the spatial
distributions of YTCH4,Q and YCH4,Q together with the combustion progress
variable and temperature field for case FL at 375 ◦CA, where YCH4,Q dis-
tribution corresponds to the result of post-oxidation, computed by using
the look-up table generated with the Rasmussen kinetic mechanism. It
can be seen that the quenched CH4 decays fast due to post-oxidation at
high temperatures. As soon as the in-cylinder pressure drops, YTCH4,Q and
YCH4,Q are initialized in the crevice regions with the CH4 mass fractions
trapped in these zones. This can be observed as a steep rise in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.4 shows the distributions of both scalars for case FL at 430 ◦CA.
The temperature for the post-oxidation is the one predicted by CFD with
the ECFM3Z model. From the evolution of the scalars YTCH4,Q and YCH4,Q,
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of YTCH4,Q and YCH4,Q computed by using the look-up table gen-
erated with the kinetic mechanism of Rasmussen, for case FL at 430◦CA on
the cut surface perpendicular to the z axis through the center point (0, 0, 0)
according to the upper part of figure 3.5

it can be seen that flame-wall quenching at the earlier crank angle is ac-
companied by the fast post-oxidation of CH4, whereas the post-oxidation
of the unburned discharged CH4 from crevice regions undergoes slower
oxidation as temperature decreases for larger crank angles.

Figure 5.5 shows the mean evolution of NO2, NO and CO mass frac-
tions for case FL over the crank angle. For predicting YNO2, it is differen-
tiated between NO2 formed in the presence of NO and O2 (YNO2,A) and
NO2 formed in the presence of CH4, NO and O2, namely YNO2,B. The pre-
diction of NO2 mass fractions using look-up tables in the zones without
any unburned CH4 was possible, since the progress variable change rates
corresponding to NO2 formation rates (ω̇PVNO→NO2) were also computed
and tabulated for the mixture compositions without any CH4 (YTCH4,Q=0).
To predict each (YNO2,A), one scalar was defined with the source term
retrieved from the respective look-up table. It can be seen that the NO2
mass fraction in the absence of CH4, (YNO2,A) rises during the NO forma-
tion. The Rasmussen mechanism predicts slightly lower values than the
Sivaramakrishnan and the Gri 3.0 kinetic mechanisms. The ratios of NO2
to NO mass fraction at 499 ◦CA predicted by the look-up tables generated
with the Rasmussen, Sivaramakrishnan and Gri 3.0 kinetic mechanisms
are 3.3%, 3.5% and 3.4%, respectively. The NO evolutions, also depicted
in Figure 5.5, include NO production as well as its conversion to NO2 in
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Figure 5.5: Temperature (upper left) and species evolution for case FL, calculated by us-
ing the look-up tables generated with the kinetic mechanisms of Rasmussen,
Sivaramakrishnan, and Gri 3.0; Upper right: YNO2 ( ) produced under
the absence of CH4; YNO ( ) considering NO production and conversion
to NO2 under absence and presence of CH4. Lower left: YNO2 under the pres-
ence of CH4 without consideration of conversion of NO2 back to NO ( )
and with considering NO2 conversion back to NO ( ); Lower right: YCO
without considering CO oxidation ( ) and under consideration of CO
oxidation ( )

the presence and absence of CH4. It is to be noted that equation 4.5, de-
scribed in Section 4.1 for predicting the NO production, was multiplied
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with a correction factor to reproduce the experimental results shown later
on. YNO2,B mass fractions refer to the NO2 mass fractions predicted under
the presence of CH4 and NO. For predicting each YNO2,B, two scalars were
transported with the source terms retrieved from the respective look-up
table. Their mean evolutions over the crank angles are depicted in the
lower left part of the Figure 5.5. One scalar corresponds to the NO to NO2
conversion (full line) and one scalar represents the NO to NO2 conversion
as well as the NO2 conversion back to NO (dashed line). The latter scalar
represents the final NO2 mass fraction, which can be compared with the
measurements. It can be seen that the NO2 formation in the presence of
CH4 starts as the unburned CH4 and NO formed in different zones are
mixed. The kinetic mechanisms of Rasmussen and Sivaramakrishnan pre-
dict an augmentation of the NO2 mass fraction, which is predicted to be
faster by the Rasmussen kinetic. Surprisingly, the Gri 3.0 kinetic mecha-
nism does not predict any NO2 formation in the presence of CH4. It can
also be seen that the extent of conversion of produced NO2 to NO pre-
dicted by the Rasmussen and the Sivaramakrishnan kinetic mechanisms
remains very low due to the low temperature at which NO2 was formed.
In the lower right part of Figure 5.5 the mean evolutions of the CO mass
fractions are shown. Like YNO2,B, to predict each YCO, two different scalars
were defined and transported with the source terms retrieved from the
respective look-up table. One scalar represents the CO production (full
line) and one scalar represents the CO production and its consumption
(dashed line). The latter scalar illustrates the final CO mass fraction, that
can be compared with the measurements. It can be seen that the Sivara-
makrishnan kinetic mechanism predicts a higher production rate of CO
from the unburned CH4 tracer (YTCH4,Q), followed by a higher oxidation
rate. The Rasmussen and Gri 3.0 kinetic mechanisms predict similar lev-
els of CO after its oxidation. In the following, the presented NO2 mass
fraction (YNO2,B), driven by the available CH4, as well as CO mass fraction
(YCO), refer to those with considering the possible NO2 conversion back
to NO and CO oxidation, respectively. These are the values that should be
compared with the experiment.

Figure 5.6 illustrates the spatial distribution of different scalars for case
FL at 499 ◦CA. The specie evolutions were calculated by using the look-up
table generated with the Rasmussen kinetic mechanism.
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Figure 5.6: Spatial distribution of the species at 499 ◦CA shortly before the exhaust
valves opening for case FL on the cut surface perpendicular to the z axis
through the center point (0, 0, 0) according to the upper part of figure 3.5;
species evolutions calculated using the look-up table generated with the ki-
netic mechanism of Rasmussen
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The YNO distribution includes both the NO production with the correc-
tion factor as well as the NO conversion to NO2. It can be seen that YCH4,Q,
meaning the remaining CH4 after post-oxidation is mainly due to CH4
from crevices.

As mentioned previously, NO2 is split into two parts. For the portion
of NO2 formed in the presence of NO and O2 (absence of CH4), namely
YNO2,A, the spatial distribution is the same as that of NO. Its level is lower
than NO by a factor of 20. For the portion of NO2 formed under the pres-
ence of CH4-NO-O2 (YNO2,B), NO2 formation is limited to a small region
located at the left side of the domain, where CH4 and NO both exist. Dur-
ing the exhaust valves opening and thus the charge exchange, NO is dis-
tributed over a wider width, such that NO2 formation also rises on the
opposite side of the domain as shown for 680 ◦CA in Figure 5.7. It is ob-
vious from the distribution of unburned CH4 and NO, that a portion of
unburned CH4 exits the engine before mixing with NO. This leads to a
time-dependent CH4-NO mixture composition in the exhaust duct, which
must be taken into account for calculating the species evolution in the ex-
haust duct described in the next section. The other case PL (not plotted),
also shows the same spatial distribution of the investigated species but
with different absolute values.

In the following, the time-averaged and area-averaged species mass
fractions at the CFD evaluation point close to the engine, shown in figure
5.1, for cases FL and PL are investigated. The mean values are evaluated
using

Yi,averaged =

∫
Yi(t) dt∫

dt
with Yi(t) =

∫
ṁi(t) dA∫
ṁ(t) dA

(5.1)

where ṁi(t) is the mass flow of species i for each cell on the integration
surface at the CFD evaluation position shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.8 shows the NO mole fraction without considering its conver-
sion to NO2 at the CFD evaluation point for cases FL and PL, computed
from the equation 4.5 and compared with XNOx (as the summation of XNO

and XNO2) measured at FTIR-HP. Since it was not possible to reproduce
the experimental results by using the equation 4.5, this equation was mod-
ified by introducing the correction factor Acorr leading to:

ω̇NO = Acorr

∫
ω̇NO(T)P(T)dT (5.2)
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5.1 In-Cylinder Pollutant Formation and Conversion

Figure 5.7: Spatial distribution of scalars at 680◦CA for case FL on the cut surface per-
pendicular to the z axis through the center point (0, 0, 0) according to the
lower part of figure 3.5; species evolutions calculated using the look-up table
generated with the kinetic mechanism of Rasmussen

In the present work, the correction factor Acorr was set to 0.5 for both
simulated cases FL and PL. Through the correction factor, it was pos-
sible to reproduce the experimental results, as shown in the Figure 5.8.
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Results of the Pollutant Formation and Conversion Simulations

The correct estimation of NO amounts in the CFD calculations is essen-
tial, since its concentration affects the NO2 formation, as mentioned previ-
ously. The conversion rates from the look-up tables during the CFD sim-
ulations were retrieved with respect to the corrected NO mass fractions.
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Experiment Simulation without the correction factor Simulation with the correction factor

Figure 5.8: XNO at the CFD evaluation point without considering NO to NO2 conversion
compared with the summation of XNO and XNO2 measured at FTIR-HP

In the next step, the time- and area-averaged species mass fractions of
CH4, CO, NO2 and NO at the CFD evaluation point close to the engine
(figure 5.1) for cases FL and PL are shown in Figure 5.9. The illustrated
NO mass fractions include the NO production with the above-mentioned
correction factor as well as the NO conversion to NO2. For case FL, the
modeled YTCH4,Q and YCH4,Q are slightly higher than those in case PL. The
results from each of the three kinetic mechanisms in predicting CH4 post-
oxidation are almost the same. Like CH4 mass fractions, the CO mass frac-
tions predicted by each kinetic mechanism exhibit a slightly higher level
in case FL. The Sivaramakrishnan kinetic mechanism predicts a lower
level of CO compared with the CO mass fractions predicted by the Ras-
mussen and Gri 3.0 kinetic mechanisms. The predicted NO2 mass frac-
tions in the absence of CH4 (YNO2,A) and those in the presence of CH4
(YNO2,B) predicted by the three kinetic mechanisms are higher in case FL.
Thus YNO2,total as the summation of YNO2,A and YNO2,B is higher for case FL.
The higher NO2 predicted for case FL was to be expected according to pre-
vious investigations, because of the higher NO mass fraction in case FL.
Now considering each contribution separately, the deviations between
YNO2,A predicted by each of the three mechanisms remain low. However
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Figure 5.9: Predicted mean unbunred CH4 tracer YTCH4,Q and other species mass frac-
tions at the CFD evaluation point for cases FL and PL, calculated by using the
look-up tables generated with the kinetic mechanisms of Rasmussen, Sivara-
makrishnan, and Gri 3.0

the predicted YNO2,B by different mechanisms show considerable devia-
tions. The kinetic mechanism of Rasmussen predicts the highest level of
NO2, whereas the Sivaramakrishnan kinetic mechanism exhibits a lower
level of NO2 formation under the presence of CH4. Surprisingly, the Gri
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3.0 mechanism does not predict any NO2 formation under the presence of
CH4 for the investigated conditions.

In the following section, the evolutions of species in the exhaust duct
up to the FTIR-HP measuring point for cases FL and PL are calculated are
compared with experimental results.

5.2 Pollutant Formation and Conversion in the Exhaust Duct
at the FTIR-HP Measuring Point

The closest measuring point, FTIR-HP, shown in Figure 5.1 is located fur-
ther downstream relative to the location of CFD evaluations. For this rea-
son, homogeneous reactor calculations employing different kinetic mech-
anisms are conducted in Cantera between the CFD evaluation point and
the FTIR-HP measuring point.

From the spatial distribution of YCH4,Q and YNO in the engine presented
in the previous section, it was to be expected that a portion of unburned
CH4 would not be mixed with NO prior to the measuring point. Thus,
the mixture composition regarding CH4, NO, and NO2 exiting the en-
gine differed in time. Taking the time averaged species mass fractions of
unburned CH4, NO and NO2 evaluated at the engine exit as the initial
mixture composition for a single batch reactor calculation, would not be a
correct approach for modeling the species evolution in the exhaust duct.

In order to overcome this problem, a series of batch reactors were calcu-
lated independently: 1120 separate reactor calculations were conducted,
according to the number of time steps, for which the CFD results were
evaluated. For each reactor calculation the time-dependent and area-
averaged mass fraction of unburned CH4, NO, NO2 and CO from CFD re-
sults at the evaluation position close to engine exit have been taken as the
initial mixture composition. Thus, each time-dependent area-averaged
mixture composition was treated separately, undergoing a reaction dur-
ing the residence time between the CFD evaluation point and FTIR-HP.
The averaged species mass fractions resulting from 1120 separate reac-
tor calculations were then calculated. The other species mass fractions for
initializing the reactors mixture compositions, including the mass frac-
tions of the main combustion products O2, N2,CO2, H2O as well as OH
are given in Table 5.1. The mean temperatures and pressures for the re-
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actor calculations as well as the gas residence times are listed in the table
as well. The residence time was calculated using the averaged mass flow

Table 5.1: Other species mass fractions for initializing the reactors mixture compositions

YO2 YN2 YCO2 YH2O YOH T [K] p [bar] tres [s]

Case FL 0.119 0.727 0.091 0.065 1.67E-05 850 1.98 0.08

Case PL 0.123 0.724 0.087 0.062 1.7E-05 790 1.41 0.096

rate, averaged density and the volume of the exhaust duct up to the FTIR-
HP measurement point. The mean temperature and pressure were taken
from experimental measurements in the exhaust duct. The reactor calcu-
lations were carried out by employing the detailed kinetic mechanisms
of Rasmussen, Sivaramakrishnan and Gri 3.0. Figure 5.10 shows the av-
eraged species mass fractions for the operation points FL and PL, which
are compared with the experiments. Hereinafter, the unburned CH4 mass
fraction YCH4,Q is termed YCH4.

The results revealed species conversions during the residence time in
the exhaust duct for all the species. The CH4 mass fractions predicted by
all the three kinetic mechanisms for both cases remained below the exper-
imental results. In particular, the deviation for case PL was the highest.
The reason for the deviation between the simulation and experimental
results, particularly for case PL, could be traced back to the underestima-
tion of YTCH4,Q at the engine exit plotted in Figure 5.9. For case PL, YTCH4,Q

had almost the same level as the measured CH4 mass fraction at FTIR-
HP. Assuming no post-oxidation of CH4, the experimental results would
be achieved for case PL, but it was obvious that a portion of YTCH4,Q had to
undergo an oxidation. In the present work, the wall-flame quenching and
the crevices were considered as the potential sources for the unburned
CH4 mass fractions. Particularly for the low load operation point (PL), it
might be concluded that a portion of the measured unburned CH4 should
originate from other sources than flame-wall quenching and crevices.

Like CH4, CO mass fraction also changed in the exhaust duct. This in-
creased slightly due to the CH4 post-oxidation. The deviations seen be-
tween simulated and measured CO for two cases might be partly related
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Figure 5.10: Evolution of the species mass fractions from CFD-Evaluation point up to
FTIR-HP point calculated by averaging the results of 1120 reactors employ-
ing different kinetic and their comparison with experiment. Left: Case FL;
Right: Case PL

to possible underestimated YTCH4,Q at the engine exit, since the CO con-
version rate was tabulated depending on, among other things, YTCH4,Q.

Like the CH4 and CO mass fractions, YNO2 and YNO underwent changes
in the exhaust duct as well. Thereby, YNO2 refers to the total NO2 mass
fraction. The NO2 formation and as a result the NO reduction in the ex-
haust duct could be seen.
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For case FL, YNO2 was measured to be higher than that in case PL, which
was in accordance with the simulated values predicted by each kinetic
mechanism. It was observed that the Rasmussen kinetic mechanism could
reproduce the measured NO2 the best, whereas the Sivaramakrishnan ki-
netic mechanism predicted a lower extent of NO2 formation, followed by
Gri 3.0. Particularly for case FL, the Rasmussen kinetic mechanism repro-
duced the measured YNO2 and YNO very well, whereas for case PL the
deviation was higher but still satisfactory. As for underestimated CO, a
higher deviation between simulated NO2 predicted by the Rasmussen ki-
netic mechanism and measured NO2 for case PL might be traced to the
possible underestimation of YTCH4,Q.

It can be concluded that significant NO2 production and as a result NO
reduction occurred in the exhaust duct, where the mixture underwent a
reaction during high residence times at low temperatures, which were
still high enough for partial oxidation of CH4.

The NO2 formation in the exhaust duct was not only the result of CH4-
NO-O2 mixing and high residence times but also due to the OH radicals
in the engine exhaust gas. The amount of OH radicals was calculated in
the framework of ECFM3Z combustion as described in Section 4.1. The
effect of ignoring the OH mass fraction in predicting the NO2 formation
in the exhaust duct is illustrated in Figure 5.11 for case FL. The previ-
ous reactor calculation was repeated for case FL, but YOH was set to zero.
It was observed that without considering the OH radical, the simulated
CH4 mass fraction at FTIR-HP was higher than the previously calculated
CH4 mass fraction under consideration of the OH radical. This implies
that the CH4 conversion rate without the consideration of OH was lower.
Consequently, there was hardly any conversion of NO to NO2 without
considering OH during the available residence time. Even the Rasmussen
kinetic mechanism did not reproduce the experimental NO2 mass frac-
tion, if the OH radical was neglected. Thus, considering the OH mass
fractions for the correct prediction of NO2 is essential.

The mixture exiting the engine can include, besides the OH species,
other radicals such as CH2O resulting from the partial oxidation of the
unburned CH4 in the engine. The CH2O mass fractions were measured at
FTIR-HP and their influence on increasing NO2 formation will be shown
in the next section for high gas residence times in the exhaust duct from
the FTIR-HP to the FTIR-LP measuring point. The CH2O mass fraction
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the CH4 and NO2 mean species mass fractions at FTIR-HP
from the reactor calculation for case FL under consideration of OH from
Table 5.1 (shown in figure 5.10) and without considering OH

was not modeled in CFD. However, it was possible to evaluate CH2O
amounts produced in the exhaust duct from the previous reactor simula-
tions between the engine exit and FTIR-HP. The measured and simulated
CH2O mass fractions at FTIR-HP as well as their differences are shown
in Table 5.2. The results imply that CH2O was mainly produced in the

Table 5.2: Comparison of CH2O mass fractions resulting from reactor calculations with
the measured ones at FTIR-HP

Simulated YCH2O Measured YCH2O Difference

Case FL 3.1E-5 4.53E-5 1.43E-5

Case PL 4.3E-5 5.94E-5 1.64E-5

exhaust duct, but there was still some amount of CH2O that should orig-
inate from the engine. As a first approximation, it could be assumed that
the differences between the measured and simulated CH2O mass frac-
tions at FTIR-HP should correspond to the mass fractions of CH2O that
originated from the engine. Thus, CH2O mass fractions from the engine,
were equal to 1.43E-5 and 1.64E-5 for cases FL and PL, respectively. The
previous reactor calculations were repeated employing the Rasmussen
kinetic mechanism, but the initial mixture compositions were supple-
mented with YCH2O=1.43E-5 and 1.64Ee-5 for cases FL and PL, respec-
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tively. The deviations between NO2 mass fractions under the consider-
ation of the above-mentioned CH2O mass fractions and those without
considering CH2O are shown in Table 5.3. It can be concluded that CH2O,

Table 5.3: Simulated NO2 mass fractions under consideration of CH2O and those with-
out considering CH2O employing the Rasmussen kinetic mechanism

With YCH2O Without YCH2O Deviation

Case FL 1.9E-4 1.8E-4 1.E-5

Case PL 1.1E-4 1.0E-4 1.E-5

originated from the engine, affected the NO2 formation. However, this ef-
fect was small for the investigated cases due to low residence times as
well as low estimated CH2O mass fractions.

The achieved results can be summarized as follows: among the three ki-
netic mechanisms, the Rasmussen mechanism reproduced the measured
NO2 at FTIR-HP fairly well. NO2 was produced mostly in the exhaust
duct, where the mixture of CH4-NO-NO2-O2-OH underwent a reaction
during residence times of 0.08 s and 0.096 s at low temperatures of 850
K and 790 K, respectively. The Sivaramakrishnan kinetic mechanism pre-
dicted the increase of NO2 mass fractions to a lesser extent followed by Gri
3.0. NO2 formation was accompanied by NO reduction. It was demon-
strated that a portion of NO2 was still formed in the engine. All three
kinetic mechanisms predicted almost the same levels of in-cylinder NO2
formation in the absence of CH4. The in-cylinder NO2 formation due to
CH4 was predicted by the Rasmussen kinetic mechanism and to a lesser
extent by the Sivaramakrishnan kinetic mechanism, whereas Gri 3.0 did
not predict any NO2 formation from CH4 at the engine exit. For case FL,
it was possible to reproduce the measured NO2 mass fraction using the
Rasmussen kinetic mechanism fairly well, whereas the deviation between
simulated and measured NO2 for case PL was higher but still satisfactory.
This deviation could be associated with the underestimation of YTCH4,Q,
leading also to high discrepancy between the simulated and measured
CH4 for case PL. The discrepancy between measured and simulated CO
mass fractions could also be partly because of the possibly underesti-
mated YTCH4,Q.
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5.3 Pollutant Formation and Conversion in the Exhaust Duct
at the FTIR-LP Measuring Point

In this section, the mixture composition evolution between the FTIR-HP
and FTIR-LP measuring points is evaluated. The mixture residence time
was much higher than between the CFD evaluation point at the engine
exit and FTIR-HP. For modeling the species evolution, a single homoge-
neous reactor was employed in Cantera. Due to high residence times as
well as the larger dimensions of the exhaust reservoir, the homogeneous
reactor was assumed to be a good approximation. Table 5.4 shows the
initial conditions for the reactor calculations for cases FL and PL. The ini-
tial mixture compositions correspond to the measured mean values at the
FTIR-HP measuring point. The residence time of the mixtures were calcu-
lated using the mean mass flow, mean density and volume of the exhaust
reservoir of 1 m3.

Table 5.4: Initial conditions for homogeneous reactor calculations corresponding to the
measured state of gas at the FTIR-HP measuring point

- T [K] p [bar] tres [s] YCH4 YNO YNO2 YCH2O λ

FL 850 1.98 1.21 5.11E-4 2.86E-4 1.73E-4 4.53E-5 1.90

PL 790 1.41 1.42 8.58E-4 2.36E-4 1.53E-4 5.94E-5 1.97

The results are illustrated in Figure 5.12. From the experimental results
further CH4 conversion accompanied by CO production as well as NO to
NO2 conversion was observed during the residence time between FTIR-
HP and FTIR-LP. The kinetic mechanisms of Rasmussen and Sivaramakr-
ishnan reproduced the experimental results very well, whereas Gri 3.0
predicted hardly any CH4 reactivity and thus a very low extent of NO2
formation. For case FL, the Rasmussen kinetic mechanism reproduced the
measured CH4 and CO better than the Sivaramakrishnan mechanism. In
this case, NO2 predicted by the Sivaramakrishnan kinetic mechanism was
slightly higher than that predicted by the Rasmussen kinetic mechanism,
whereas Sivaramakrishnan mechanism predicted a slightly lower NO2
level for case PL. Compared with the predicted NO2 formation at FTIR-
HP in the previous section, it was observed that the proportionally higher
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Figure 5.12: Further evolution of species mass fractions in the exhaust duct from the
FTIR-HP to FTIR-LP measuring point for cases FL and PL

deviations between NO2 predicted by each of the two mechanisms during
a low residence time upto FTIR-HP vanished for higher residence times
at FTIR-LP. This implies that for higher mixture residence times, both the
Rasmussen and Sivaramakrishnan kinetic mechanisms performed simi-
larly in predicting NO2. The lesser extent of measured and simulated CH4
oxidation accompanied by a lesser extent of NO2 formation in case PL
compared with case FL, was not only because of the lower temperature
but also lower the NO mass fraction in case PL.

Summarizing the results presented in the present and preceding sec-
tions (5.1 and 5.2) for cases FL and PL regarding NO2 formation, it can be
concluded that the Gri 3.0 mechanism is not suitable in predicting NO2
formation, neither in the engine (low mixture residence times) nor the ex-
haust duct (low to high mixture residence times). The Rasmussen mech-
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anism was able to predict the NO2 formation in the engine and in the ex-
haust duct, spanning different mixture residence times. Finally the Sivara-
makrishnan kinetic mechanism was found to perform better for high res-
idence times than for low residence times.

In the following, the results from the kinetic mechanisms for mixtures
under high residence times between the FTIR-HP and FTIR-LP measuring
points are presented for a few other operation points. The modeling of the
exhaust duct for each case was conducted using a single homogeneous
reactor in Cantera by employing the Rasmussen, Sivaramakrishnan and
Gri 3.0 kinetic mechanisms. The initial conditions for reactor calculations
are listed in Table 5.5 for mixtures at temperatures 829 K<T< 877 K. The
results of calculations are illustrated in Figure 5.13. The measurements

Table 5.5: Initial conditions for homogeneous reactor calculations corresponding to the
measured state of gas at the FTIR-HP measuring point for mixture tempera-
tures 829 K<T<877 K

T [K] p [bar] tres [s] YCH4 YNO YNO2 YCH2O λ

A 877 2.49 1.202 9.55E-4 2.1E-4 2.13E-4 6.59E-05 1.90

B 838 2.99 1.396 7.19E-4 9.94E-05 1.26E-4 3.83E-05 2.15

C 847 2.04 1.261 5.4E-4 2.48E-4 1.55E-4 4.14E-05 1.91

D 841 2.08 1.276 5.48E-4 3.28E-4 1.5E-4 3.82E-05 1.95

E 838 2.15 1.298 5.56E-4 3.2E-4 1.5E-4 3.82E-05 2

F 829 2.19 1.324 5.52E-4 4.07E-4 1.45E-4 3.605E-05 2.03

revealed oxidation of CH4 accompanied by CO production for all investi-
gated cases (A-F). The observed CH4 oxidation led to NO2 formation and
thus to NO reduction. The Gri 3.0 mechanism predicted hardly any CH4
oxidation and thus hardly any CO production during the residence time
in the exhaust reservoir. As a result, NO2 formation, and consequently NO
reduction, occurred to a very low extent. It was observed that the Gri 3.0
mechanism was unable to reproduce the experimental results although
the residence times were high. In contrast to the Gri 3.0 kinetic mecha-
nism, the Rasmussen and Sivaramakrishnan mechanisms reproduced the
experimental results very well. They both predicted higher CH4 conver-
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of the measured and the simulated species mass fractions at
the FTIR-LP measuring point with the initial conditions from Table 5.5
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sion and thus higher CO formation than Gri 3.0. In addition, the simulated
NO2 formation and the resulting NO reduction reproduced the measure-
ments much better using both kinetic mechanisms. The overall perfor-
mance of the Rasmussen mechanism was slightly better than the perfor-
mance of the Sivaramakrishnan mechanism for the investigated mixture
residence times. The CH4 conversion predicted by the Rasmussen kinetic
mechanism was constantly higher than that predicted by the Sivaramakr-
ishnan mechanism. The CH4 conversion from the experiments was higher
than the predicted CH4 conversion by the Rasmussen kinetic mechanisms
except for cases A and B. In particular, for case A with the highest temper-
ature, the Rasmussen kinetic mechanism predicted higher oxidation than
that found in the experiment. This might imply that the mechanism over-
estimates the CH4 oxidation at high temperatures. The lowest measured
and simulated reactivity of CH4 for case B was due to the lower amount
of NO, which also led to the lowest NO2 formation in this case.

Like the simulated CH4 mass fractions, CO mass fractions predicted by
both the Rasmussen and Sivaramakrishnan kinetic mechanisms repro-
duced the experimental results fairly well, which were predicted to be
slightly lower than the measured ones.

The tendency of the measured NO2 formation for different cases could
be reproduced by the simulative results of the Rasmussen and Sivara-
makrishnan kinetic mechanisms, with the exception of case F, where the
NO2 predicted by Rasmussen mechanism rose slightly despite the slight
decrease of NO2 in the experiment. Except for cases A and B, NO2 pre-
dicted by Rasmussen lay below the experimental values. The higher NO2
for cases A and B might be linked to the overestimation of CH4 oxidation
for these cases. The lowest levels of NO2 formation were found for case B
with the lowest NO mass fraction, which caused the lowest CH4 reactiv-
ity. The Sivaramakrishnan mechanism could also reproduce the experi-
ment well, where the final value of NO2 lay mostly below those predicted
by the Rasmussen mechanism, except for case C. The highest deviations
between simulated NO2 mass fractions by the two mechanisms of Ras-
mussen and Sivaramakrishnan were 15 % for cases A and F.

From the experiment and the kinetics calculations, it was observed that
NO2 production was accompanied by NO reduction. The NO mass frac-
tions simulated by using the Rasmussen and Sivaramakrishnan kinetic
mechanisms reproduced the tendency seen in the experimental results of
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of the measured and the simulated NOx mole fractions at the
FTIR-LP measuring point with the initial conditions from Table 5.5

NO. In Figure 5.14, the mole fractions of NOx as the sum of NO and NO2
mole fractions measured at FTIR-LP are compared with those predicted
by the Rasmussen and Sivaramakrishnan kinetic mechanisms. Except for
case A and case E, the experimental results indicate NOx reduction. The
NOx predicted by the Rasmussen and Sivaramakrishnan kinetic mecha-
nisms also exhibited an almost constant reduction of 12-19 ppm and 5-14
ppm, respectively, during the investigated residence times. The higher
measured NOx reduction from the experiment for cases C, D, and F (with
reductions of 62, 43 and 91 ppm, respectively) might be due to erroneous
measurements of NO/NO2 or rather other physical phenomena not con-
sidered in the reactor modeling. The possible reason for NOx reduction
predicted by the Rasmussen and Sivaramakrishnan mechanisms is ex-
plained using the reaction path diagram presented later in this section.

In the cases discussed so far, the temperature was still high enough for
NO2 production. In the following, the effect of lower temperatures on
NO2 formation is investigated. Figure 5.15 shows the measured and sim-
ulated evolution of NO2 during gas residence time in the exhaust duct
between HP-FTIR and LP-FTIR for lower temperatures (622 K<T<773
K). The corresponding initial conditions for the reactor calculations taken
from the measurements at FTIR-HP are listed in Table 5.6. The temper-
atures were lower than those in the previous cases (A-F). The tendency
of NO2 measured at FTIR-LP could be reproduced by the reactor calcu-
lations employing the Rasmussen and Sivaramakrishnan kinetic mecha-
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Table 5.6: Initial conditions for homogeneous reactor calculations corresponding to the
FTIR-HP measuring point for mixture temperatures 622 K<T<773 K

- T [K] p [bar] tres [s] YCH4 YNO YNO2 YCH2O λ

G 773 1.65 1.58 1.21E-3 2.11E-4 1.28E-4 5.65E-05 2.14

H 742 1.45 1.64 5.72e-4 2.16E-3 1.33E-4 2.74E-05 2

I 739 2.25 1.81 3.46E-3 1.57E-4 1.6E-4 1.06E-4 2.4

J 713 1.62 1.61 7.38E-4 1.32E-3 1.23E-4 3.53E-05 2.3

K 683 1.89 1.73 1.98E-3 8.12E-4 1.4E-4 8.06E-05 2.5

L 655 2.79 1.96 5.16E-3 1.93E-4 1.02E-4 1.05E-4 2.8

M 652 2.23 1.89 3.13e-3 5.21E-4 1.3E-4 9.64E-05 2.7

N 622 2.89 2.1 4.37E-3 2.7E-4 1.14E-4 1.1E-4 3
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of the measured and the simulated NO2 mass fractions at the
FTIR-LP measuring point with the initial conditions from Table 5.6
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nisms. The simulated NO2 mass fractions at FTIR-LP were below the ex-
perimental values like the previous simulations. Like the previous cases,
the overall prediction with the Rasmussen kinetic mechanism was better
than that with the Sivaramakrishnan kinetic mechanism. The Gri 3.0 ki-
netic mechanism (not plotted) did not predict any NO to NO2 conversion
under the temperatures present in cases G-N, which were lower than the
temperatures in preceding simulations.

It was observed that by decreasing temperature, the measured and sim-
ulated NO2 formation dropped due to decreasing reactivity of the mix-
ture. Cases J, K, M and N showed the lowest NO2 formation due to the
low temperatures. Case L with a temperature even lower than in cases J
and K exhibited higher NO2 formation that could be associated with the
highest CH4 concentration in this case. The effect of CH4 on NO2 forma-
tion was also observed for case I. The increased NO2 formation for this
case despite the same temperature with case H was caused by a higher
CH4 concentration for case I. For both cases I and L, the high concen-
tration of CH4 was associated with high concentrations of formaldehyde
(CH2O) species. CH2O is an intermediate product of CH4 conversion, pro-
duced through the partial oxidation of CH4 upstream of the FTIR-HP
measuring point, and its presence enhanced the reactivity of the mix-
ture as well as augmented NO2 formation. In Table 5.7, the deviations
between the simulated NO2 mass fractions at FTIR-LP under considera-
tion of CH2O and those without consideration of CH2O are listed. The
Rasmussen kinetic mechanism was employed for these comparisons. The

Table 5.7: Deviations between simulated NO2 mass fraction at FTIR-LP with and with-
out considering CH2O

A B FL C D E F

∆YNO2 1.45E-05 6.2E-06 1.5e-5 3.4E-05 7.9E-05 8.71E-05 17E-5

PL G I

∆YNO2 8.7E-05 9.05E-05 12.E-5

effect of abundant CH2O on NO2 augmentation was seen. Without con-
sidering it, the final level of NO2 was lower. In particular, the effect of
CH2O on increasing NO2 mass fractions gets stronger with decreasing
temperatures. The high amount of CH2O, associated with high amounts
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of CH4, led to the NO2 augmentation despite low temperatures, until the
temperature was so low, that no reaction occurred during the available
residence time as seen for cases N and M.

From the investigations in this section, the following conclusions could
be drawn: The interaction of CH4 and NO was observed in the measure-
ments and reactor calculations by employing the Rasmussen and Sivara-
makrishnan kinetic mechanisms. The CH4 conversion was accelerated in
the presence of NO and the NO conversion to NO2 was enhanced in
the presence of CH4, provided that the temperature was high enough.
There was a lower temperature limit, for which CH4 oxidation and con-
sequently NO to NO2 conversion were almost frozen, which depended
on CH4 concentration. The Gri 3.0 mechanism predicted hardly any CH4
conversion and very low NO2 formation at the investigated temperatures
and was unable to reproduce the experimental results. The Rasmussen
and Sivaramakrishnan kinetic mechanisms predicted much higher con-
version rates and reproduced the experimental results fairly well. It was
also observed that the results of the Rasmussen and Sivaramakrishnan
mechanisms for higher residence times became highly similar. However,
the overall performance of the Rasmussen kinetic mechanism agreed with
the measurements the best. It was also shown that the CH2O radical pro-
duced through the partial oxidation of CH4 affected the NO2 formation,
particularly at low temperatures and high residence times.

In the following, the dominant reaction paths in the reactive mixture of
CH4-O2-NO, predicted by the Rasmussen and Gri 3.0 kinetic mechanisms
are discussed. Figure 5.16 shows CH4 and NO2 evolution over time calcu-
lated in homogeneous reactors in Cantera. The initial conditions refer to
those of case A from Table 5.5, with the exception of NO2 mass fraction,
which is set to zero. The Rasmussen kinetic mechanism predicted an ear-
lier initiation of CH4 oxidation and thus an earlier start of NO2 formation
than the Sivaramakrishnan mechanism. This led to higher deviations be-
tween the species mass fractions predicted by both mechanisms at lower
residence times, while for higher residence times the predicted species
mass fractions became closer. The dominant reaction paths predicted by
Sivaramakrishnan are very similar to those predicted by the Rasmussen
mechanism. The different performances of the Rasmussen and Sivara-
makrishnan kinetic mechanisms might mainly originate from the differ-
ent reaction rate coefficients or different thermodynamics properties of
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Figure 5.16: Time evolution of CH4 ( ) and NO2 ( ) mass fraction predicted by
the Rasmussen ( ), Sivaramakrishnan ( ) and Gri 3.0 ( ) kinetic
mechanisms with initial conditions as for case A in Table 5.5 with initial
YNO2=0

the species. Thus, a detailed investigation is required to analyze the differ-
ences between the two kinetic mechanisms, which goes beyond the scope
of this work. In the following, the main differences between the Gri 3.0
and the Rasmussen mechanisms are discussed by using the reaction path
diagram. Figure 5.17 depicts the main paths of species conversions fol-
lowing C and N atoms predicted by the Rasmussen and Gri 3.0 kinetic
mechanisms evaluated at t=0.1 s according to Figure 5.16. The conversion
rates predicted by the Rasmussen mechanism were almost by two orders
of magnitude higher than those predicted by Gri 3.0. The elementary re-
action CH4 +OH=CH3 +H2O was the fastest fuel consuming step, as pre-
dicted by both mechanisms, which occurred via H radical abstraction by
the OH radical. The chain reaction path CH3 → CH3O→ CH2O→ HCO
→ CO, predicted by both kinetic mechanisms but with different rates,
provided the system with the radicals pools that sustained the methane
decay and determined its change rate. In addition the parallel path CH3
→ C2H6→ C2H5→ C2H4→ C2H3→ CH2O→ HCO was responsible for
CH4 decay but to a lesser extent. The different results from the Rasmussen
and the Gri 3.0 mechanisms can be traced back to different predicted CH3
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decay rates. The CH3 conversion to CH2O at the investigated temperature
predicted by Gri 3.0 followed the path of

CH3 + O2 = CH2O + OH (5.3)

and to a lesser extent the path of

CH3 + O2 = CH3O + O

CH3O( + M) = CH2O + H( + M)
(5.4)

CH3 to CH2O conversion predicted by the Rasmussen mechanism fol-
lowed the path of

CH3 + O2 = CH2O + OH (5.5)

and to a much higher extent the path of

CH3 + NO2 = CH3O + NO

CH3O( + M) = CH2O + H( + M)
(5.6)

followed by the path of

CH3 + O2 = CH3O2

CH3O2 + NO = CH3O + NO2

CH3O( + M) = CH2O + H( + M)

(5.7)

The reaction step CH3 +O2=CH2O+OH predicted by both kinetic mech-
anisms was not the dominant one in the Rasmussen reaction system. The
parallel reaction steps 5.6 and 5.7 were the dominant steps when using
the Rasmussen kinetic mechanism. These steps considered the interac-
tion between NO and NO2 with intermediate products and accelerated
CH3 consumption and thus CH4 decay in the presence of NO2 and NO.
In the case of Gri 3.0, there was no direct interaction between NO/NO2
and CH3. This is the reason for the lower methane reactivity predicted by
Gri 3.0 under the given conditions.
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Figure 5.17: Fastest reaction paths following C and N atoms predicted by the Rasmussen
(links) and Gri 3.0 (right) kinetic mechanisms

The main steps from formaldehyde CH2O to CO were similar for both
kinetic mechanisms but with different reaction rates:

CH2O + OH = H2O + HCO

HCO + O2 = CO + HO2

(5.8)
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The key reaction step for NO2 formation predicted by both kinetic mech-
anisms remained

HO2 + NO = NO2 + OH (5.9)

with HO2 radicals formed during the fuel decay described above but, also
from the H2/O2 subsystems of each kinetic mechanism, mainly through:

H + O2( + M) = HO2( + M) (5.10)

Faster HO2 formation predicted by the Rasmussen kinetic mechanism
due to the faster fuel decay than by Gri 3.0 leads to the faster NO2 for-
mation. Parallel to reaction 5.9 responsible for the NO2 formation, the
following steps predicted by both kinetic mechanisms, affected the NO2
conversion back to NO:

H + NO2 = NO + OH

O + NO2 = NO + O2

NO2 + M = NO + O + M

(5.11)

For the investigated low temperature (T=877 K), the NO2 conversion
back to NO through the reaction steps given in 5.11 was much slower
than the NO conversion to NO2 through path 5.9, leading to the in-
crease of the NO2 mass fraction. At high temperatures, the reaction steps
in 5.11 become faster than reaction step 5.9, leading to the decreasing
NO2 mass fraction. While the Gri 3.0 mechanism predicts direct conver-
sion of NO to NO2 and vice versa according to the reaction steps 5.9
and 5.11, the Rasmussen kinetic mechanism includes more complex re-
action paths in the subsystem of NO/NO2, which can be found in de-
tail in [16]. The reduction of NOx (as the sum of NO and NO2) predicted
by the Rasmussen kinetic mechanism, as mentioned previously, can be
traced back to the production of CH3NO2 species through the reaction
step CH3 + NO2=CH3NO2, depicted in figure 5.17.

It can be concluded that the Rasmussen (and Sivaramakrishnan) kinetic
mechanism includes elementary reaction steps, which model the direct
interaction of CH4 with NO and NO2. This leads to faster radicals for-
mation, which support a faster CH4 decay and NO2 formation compared
with the results of the Gri 3.0 kinetic mechanism.
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6 Summary and Conclusions

In this work the mechanism of NO2 formation in a dual fuel (DF) en-
gine with lean premixed methane-air ignited by diesel pilot fuel was in-
vestigated. A low order model based on a priori look-up tables was pro-
posed for predicting in-cylinder NO2 formation in CFD calculations. This
approach was also applied to model unburned CH4 post-oxidation and
CO formation. Three different kinetic mechanisms, namely those of Ras-
mussen, Sivaramakrishnanm and Gri 3.0, were employed, and the results
from these mechanisms were compared with each other.

Through fundamental studies with homogeneous reactors in Cantera,
the conditions under which NO2 is formed were determined. It was
shown that high NO2 formation is not a problem that originates from
the hot gases in the combustion zone. NO2 formation mainly occurs
in the low/middle temperature range through the mixing of NO with
small amounts of CH4 in the presence of O2 as an oxidizer. Based on
the prestudy, the parameters that mainly affect the rate of NO2 formation
were determined, namely temperature, pressure, unburned CH4, and NO
and OH mass fractions. Due to the investigated lean combustion with
φ ≈ 0.5 the mass fraction of O2 was set to a constant value of 0.1127,
corresponding to typical O2 mass fractions in the flue gas following com-
bustion when computing in-cylinder NO2 formation with CFD. Slightly
lower or higher values of O2 mass fractions do not affect NO2 formation
that much, due to the different orders of magnitude of the investigated
CH4 and O2 mass fractions.

The challenges of predicting in-cylinder NO2 formation in CFD in-
cluded the correct modeling of heat release, predicting NO production
as well as modeling the CH4 that survives combustion. Following these
steps an appropriate method was required to model the conversion to
NO2.

The first prerequisite for modeling NO2 was validating the combustion
model. Combustion modeling was conducted in the software package
AVL-Fire by using the ECFM3Z model, which allows efficient modeling
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of auto-ignition, diffusion and premixed combustion in DF combustion.
Since the ECFM3Z model was originally developed for diesel combus-
tion, it was necessary to modify and extend the auto-ignition model as
well as the computation of the laminar flame speeds. The latter adaption
with respect to the modeling of laminar flame speeds was implemented
in the present work. The former adaption regarding the auto-ignition
modeling had already been implemented in AVL-Fire in previous work
conducted at the Thermodynamics Institute and was used in the present
work.

Auto-ignition was predicted in CFD by retrieving the ignition delay
times from an a priori generated look-up table depending on the com-
putational cell conditions. In the look-up table, the cold flame and main
flame ignition delay times as well as the corresponding heat releases
were stored, which were evaluated by using the temperature evolution
computed with the constant volume homogeneous reactor model in Can-
tera employing the Chalmers kinetic mechanism. The reactor calculations
were initialized with different temperatures, pressures, equivalence ratios
and fuel fractions as ratios of n-heptane to total fuel mass (n-heptane and
methane). The evaluated ignition delay times and heat releases were tab-
ulated with respect to the above-mentioned parameters leading to a 4D
look-up table for use in CFD.

For modeling flame propagation according to the flame surface density
concept in the ECFM3Z model, an appropriate modeling of laminar flame
speeds, particularly in the zones containing n-heptane and methane, was
required. In the present work, the unstrained laminar flame speeds for
methane-air and n-heptane-air mixtures were computed in Cantera by
employing the Gri 3.0 and the Chalmers mechanism, respectively. The
calculations were carried out for different temperatures, pressures and
equivalence ratios. The computed laminar flame speeds were tabulated
with respect to the above-mentioned parameters leading to two 3D tables
for using in CFD. The influence of fuel mixture ratios on the laminar flame
speed in CFD calculations was taken into account using linear interpola-
tion of the tabulated flame speeds of both species.

Two engine operation points were simulated in CFD. The onset of ig-
nition was adjusted with different factors for each case to match the ex-
periments, whereas the turbulent flame propagation was adjusted with
a unique parameter for both cases. The simulated evolution of the mean
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temperatures and the heat release rates reproduced the experiment fairly
well. This verified the functionality of the method of tabulation for pre-
dicting ignition and laminar flame speeds in the mixture of n-heptane-
methane-air employing the ECFM3Z model.

Following combustion validation, the next prerequisite for predicting
the NO2 formation was predicting the NO formation. The turbulent NO
formation rates were computed by employing the extended Zeldovich
model under the consideration of turbulence effects through the PDF
technique. The employed model, however, could not reproduce the mea-
sured NOx, so that a correction factor was applied to the model. Correct
estimation of NO production from combustion was essential for predict-
ing the NO2 formation.

For predicting the CH4 amounts that would survive the combustion,
a wall-flame quenching model based on a quench distance was imple-
mented in AVL-Fire. In addition, crevices were taken into account as an-
other source of unburned CH4 flowing back into the cylinder during ex-
pansion.

In order to predict the unburned CH4 post-oxidation as well as CO
and NO2 formation and conversion with low computational costs, an
approach based on a priori constructed look-up tables was proposed in
the present work. This approach was based on computing the conver-
sion rates of the so-called progress variables corresponding to the above-
mentioned species. The homogeneous reactor model was used in Can-
tera for computing the conversion rates. The reactor calculations were
conducted for different temperatures, pressures, and CH4, NO, and OH
mass fractions employing the kinetic mechanisms of Rasmussen, Sivara-
makrishnan and Gri 3.0. The conversion rates, computed with each afore-
mentioned kinetic mechanisms, were tabulated with respect to temper-
ature, pressure, and CH4, NO and OH mass fractions and the corre-
sponding progress variables, leading to three 6D look-up tables for use
in CFD. In addition, the cut-off values, at which the produced NO2 and
CO species started converting to NO and CO2, respectively, were evalu-
ated and stored with respect to the temperature, pressure, and CH4, NO
and OH mass fractions leading to three 5D look-up tables for use in CFD.
The O2 mass fraction for generating the look-up tables was set to 0.1127,
which corresponds to the O2 mass fraction following CH4-air combustion
with φ=0.5.
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For two cases, the in-cylinder pollutant formation and conversion, were
calculated with transport equations with source terms retrieved from the
look-up tables. The calculation distinguished between NO2 produced in
the presence of CH4 and that formed in the absence of CH4. For the latter
portion of NO2, the three kinetic mechanisms predicted very similar lev-
els of NO2, whereas the prediction of NO2 formation driven by CH4 dif-
fered for each mechanism. It was shown that the Rasmussen kinetic mech-
anism predicted the highest level of CH4 driven NO2 production, whereas
the Sivaramakrishnan kinetic mechanism predicted a lower level. The Gri
3.0 kinetic mechanism could not predict any NO2 formation driven by
CH4 during the available residence times in the engine.

Since the first measuring point was located further downstream of the
engine exit, reactor calculations were conducted from the engine exit to
the measuring point. This revealed that the Rasmussen kinetic mecha-
nism could reproduce the experimental results much better than the of
Sivaramakrishnan and Gri 3.0 kinetic mechanisms. The major part of NO2
was produced in the exhaust duct, where the mixture of CH4-O2-NO-
NO2-OH experienced a mean temperature of 850 K and 790 K for a du-
ration of approximately 0.1 s. The effect of OH radicals in the flue gas on
NO2 formation turned out to be essential. It was shown that the deviation
between the simulated and measured NO2 for the investigated part load
operation point was higher than that for the full load operation point. This
was in accordance with the higher deviation between the simulated and
the measured CH4 for the investigated part load operation point. Partic-
ularly for the part load operation point, it might be concluded that a por-
tion of the measured unburned CH4 should originate from other sources
than flame-wall quenching and crevices considered in the present study.
The CO mass fractions were also predicted to be below the experimental
values, which could also be partly traced back to the underestimated CH4
mass fraction.

For higher mixture residence times in the exhaust system, the Gri 3.0
mechanism still predicted hardly any CH4 conversion and thus no NO2
formation. The Rasmussen kinetic mechanism could reproduce the ex-
perimental results at the best. It could be seen that the results from the
Sivaramakrishnan kinetic mechanism became very similar to those pre-
dicted from the Rasmussen kinetic mechanism for higher residence times.
It was also shown that considering the CH2O radical is important for pre-
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dicting NO2 evolution for mixtures with high residence times and low
temperatures in the exhaust system.

The major elementary reaction paths for NO2 formation predicted by all
the kinetic mechanism is the step NO+HO2=NO2 +OH. The Rasmussen
and Sivaramakrishnan kinetic mechanisms model direct interactions be-
tween CH4 and NO/NO2 molecules, which enhance the radicals forma-
tion and accelerate the CH4 oxidation and as a result augments NO to
NO2 conversion. Gri 3.0 does not include any paths for direct interaction
between CH4 and NO/NO2. This led to much lower reactivity of CH4 and
NO2formation predicted by Gri 3.0 under the investigated conditions.
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